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Chapter I.
THE QUEST OF THE HISTORICAL JESUS.

The most distinguishing characteristic of modern
Christianity in contrast to all previous expressions is the
interest in the human life of Jesus* Prom the days of the
first proclamation of the ilessiahship and Lordship of Jesus
"by those who had been his personal disciples, the emphasis
had been on the significance of Jesus for man T s salvation
rather than the message he himself proclaimed. Even those
who insist that every element in the Apostolic preaching roots
in Jesus' s own message admit that the former is hardly summar-
ized \>y
J
the teaching of God as Father, the infinite worth of
the human soul, and the command to an undivided heart in love
to God and man. These elements were never completely forgot-
ten in the most sacramental periods of the Church. But the
growth of a philosophical dogma which sought to rationalize
the religious relation of man to his Lord, tended to thrust
into the background interest in the human life of Jesus. If
his complete humanity was alwg^ys insisted upon in orthodox
dogma, the coupling of this with absolute deity made it impos-
sible to rightly consider Jesus within the humbler category
of a teacher.
Modern Christianity has frequently gone to the other
extreme in *its liberal expressions. It has been forgotten that
religion, although the sister of morality, is not merely her
handmaid. It has not always been remembered that religion is
something more than a theistic philosophy and a moral ordered
life. Liberal Christianity has often had little understanding
for Jesus under any other category than that of teacher. As
such it has evaluated him in purely human terms. He proclaimed

f(1) "Christianity at the Cross Boads". 1909
- 1^*^ li---' - 1 '- -

the eternal Kingdom of Sod, an order of moral living which Sod,
the Father, is bringing into consummation. Because of the etern-
al validity of this truth* Jesus, the human prophet, has for
us the worth of the giver of a divine revelation. Ee proclaims
an eternal religious ethic, and therein lies his abiding signi-
ficance for mankind.
But the progress in gospel criticism which distilled as
the historical essenee a teacher of surpassing elevation went
on to destroy the same. This Jesus was surprizingly modern,
but the Gospels contained unmistakwable features which were
very foreign to our evolutionary and scientific thinking. The
Jewish apocalyptic imagery was obviously not eternal. It was
therefore a part of the idea-world of tae earliest disciples
with. which they have contaminated the pure teaching of the
Master. Others who saw more
:
deeply, insisted that Jesus used
this figurative language, but it is to be interpreted symbol-
ically. It was necessary for him to accommodate himself to
the vocabulary of his hearers in order to gain popular intel-
ligibility. It was as necessary for Mm to present his ideas
in an apocalyptic mould as for a modern man to speak in terms
i
of evolutionary hypotheses* Ee himself however stood above
these vagaries and the heart of his message was untouched
by these outer garments which protected it from the blasts of
opposition in the birth hours of the Kingdom. One cannot re-
frain from quoting the trenchant words of Father Tyrrell on
this delusion, "To pretend that Jesus regarded Eis apocalyptic
portrayal of -the transcendent as symbolic is to pretend that
Eis mind belonged to the nineteenth century." (1)
The critical nature of the problem was not sufficient-
ly grasped until ^ne attempt v/as made to write the life of

(1) "Geschichte der Leben-Jesu For sc hung" 2d. Auf.
Page 596.
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purpose of dying und thus hasten the apooalyptio kingdom.
Judas betrays the Liessianic secret which precipitates the
catastrophe. V/ith all its superficial points of contact with
the traditional reconstruction of the life of Christ, it leaves
not a shred of the preacher of an eternal morality. As Schweit-
zer himself says, "The attempt to derive our ethic as a whole
from that announced "by Jesus is senseless and absurd." (1)
Catholic modernists have been among the few who have
accepted the full "eschatological Gospel." Father Tyrrell
shows clearly his satisfaction with the idea of a "Heilsgut"
completely disassociated from moral humanity and belonging to
an entirely new spiritual and supernatural order. The Church
which can mediate this is im the direct line of development
from an apocalyptic Jesus. loisy states explicit»ly, "It is
superfluous to seek in the Gospel a doctrine of social and
political economy or only a program of moral conduct for the
lives of individuals, which ought to unfold according to the
order of nature in the indefinitely-extended course of human-
ity. To wish to discover all those things in the teaching of
Jesus exposes one to the contrary discovery of precepts whose
observation awaits shortly the ruin of human society, having
been given* in expectation of the immediate end* . .Whether it
is its merit or fault, or now one and now the other, all the
morality of the. Gospel is subordinated to the eschatological
conception of the rule of God. That has gone. If one attempts
to detach it, to take it only am as an essential element tff
the Gospel and of the heavenly Kingdom, bk the essence of faith
and religion, and at the same time as a sufficient instruction

(X) Alfred Loisy, "Jesus et la tradition Evangel i que". 1910
Paris, pages 141, 140-4
• - »
«
t
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for the direotion of the individual, the institution of the
family, and the organization of society at all times, one will
have only an incomplete doctrine, sublime perhaps, but imprac-
tical, hurled as a permanent defy at the experience of men and
the reality of things." (1)
The attitude va that most modern writers, especially
English, have aocepted is the one laid down by Schweitzer in his
"either-or" refuge - either all apocalyptic or none, n'ot slow
in recognizing the exaggerations in his portrayal they have
shouted loudly "none". They have gone through the ethical teach-
ings of Jesus to point out that the motivation is in every case
religious, not eschatological. IJever, as Paul (I Cor. 7:29)
does Christ issue an inju^tion "because the time is shortened."
Though apocalyptic imagery surrounds the "coming of the Son of
Man", and the Kingdom is certainly future if it is in some
sense present, yet the ethical maxims of Jesus were unaffected
and can be extracted without injury from the temporal setting.
Through it all runs the unexpressed conviction that if it could
be proved that Jesus 1 s message was essentially affected by
the limitations of the thought world of his time, his signifi-
cance for us, and much more, any faith in his divinity would
be removed. There has been the tacit assumption that apocalyp-
tic influence must be negative in value, and all positive
worth is excluded from consideration. Crassly stated, the "im-
itation of Christ" is a false ideal if his teaching was wrapped
up with the illusion that the Son of Man would come after a
very short time to set up the Kingdom with power*
But three considerations must be bonn in mind. First,
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the origin of an idea never determines its value. Truths may
be grasped under the stimulo'us of special emergencies which are
valid not merely under those circumstances but contain perma-
nent insight. The crisis has made clear that which would have
been less apparent but for the emergency. The origin of the
idea is conditioned by the special circumstances; its validity
however may or may not be conditioned by them. The recent war
emergencies called forth customs that have survived the origin-
al motivation because of their inherent value. There is of
course no complete analogy between this and the background of
the teaching of Jesus, but it illustrates the truth that is
A/
frequently overlooked; factors that were an essential element in
the origination of an idea or invention in no way prejudice its
permanent validity. Questions of value are never determined by
origin.
Second; there is an inevitable residue of relativity
in the teaching of Jesus quite apart from esohatology. That is
merely one factor. To write on the Ethics of Jesus, as one
would of the moral teaching of Aristotle, Kant, or Spinoza is
to misconstrue his message. Jesus was primarily a religious
prophet; he was the very antithesis of the builder of an ethi-
cal system. Jesus built upon the background of the Old Testa-
ment. The categories of duty, virtue, and highest good do not
cover his maxims for his premises are strictly religious. When
a man sits down at his desk to write a scientific treatise on
moral motives -and ideals he may v/ell seek tiaeless generalities
of eternal validity and universal application. Ee will seek to
exclude all temporary factors. Yet one can never understand
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even Hant or ipenoer without considering the national and cul-
tural influences that entered into their ideals. When one takes
seriously the humanity of Jesus, it must be realised that we have
to do with the teaching of a Jew, of the East, of antiquity, who
wrote no books, but whose words^that come aown to us^v/ere treas-
ured by devoted disciples from his occasional preaching and teach-
ing. They were words addressed to particular audiences of Gal-
ilean peasants, or hostile ecclesiastical leaders of his people,
or to his chosen band of helpers. All these elements which are
undebatable, make it impossible to exclude all relativity from
the individual words of Jesus. It is right to protest against
the literalness of a man like Tolstoy in his interpretation of
Jesus. But the heroic passion of Jesus is not relative to any
a&e, if its expressions may be. We are straining out the gnat
while we swallow the camel if we exclude the apocalyptic as
temporary and relative, and overlook the fact that much remains
that is also temporary and relative.
Third, it appeafs to us further that those eliminating
vital apocalyptic influence have not duly weighed the psycholog-
ical aspect. It must be asserted at the outset that human per-
sonality can unite, as does a magnet, very opposite poles, laul
was certain that he was already a new creature in Christ, (II Cor.
(Rom. 8:23)
5:17) but final salvation lay still in the future,/ So we must
not exclude the probability of such a polarity in Jesus. Ab-
stract thinkers see the logical necessity for "either-or". Liv-
ing, oraative men are always bigger than a "system". So we pro-
test when a writer v/ho is obviously endeavoring to do justice
to the apocalyptic element in Jesus falls into such an unfortun-
ate phrase as, "Jesus chose the apocalyptic form of expression

ur.)
.
God."
Lanson
,
1918.
"Chrii
lage
it's
79.
View of the kingdom

beoause "better than any other existing in His time, it enabled
Eim to present a spiritual idea of Sod's Zingdom and His right-
eousness." fl) Are we to suppose that after due deliberation
over several alternatives, Jesus "chose" the apocalyptic form?
True, that does not give the new and original im Jesus. It is
part of the heritage he received from the contemporary religious
conceptions of his people. It is the theme of his great pre-
decessor, John the Baptist. But that does not mean it did not
become a genuine reality for Him. It is much more to the point
to say, "iThat to the people of his time was merely a hope, was
to Jesus a certainty." The greatest originality in Jesus lay
in his selection from the treasure house of the most religious
people of antiquity* and in giving power to those ideas in his
own personality. We are subtracting from his greatness rather
than adding to it in ascribing to him such accidental appropria-
tion of truth* "v7e may discover in the course of our investiga-
tion that Jesus never gave an express eschatological motivation.
It is nevertheless artificial to conclude that the ethical
teaching of Jesus was utterly independent of the apocalyptic
conception that he may have simultaneously held. By every anal-
ogy we must expect some inter-relation. It will be our endeav-
or to discover that as far as possible and consider the ques-
tion of evaluation.
The compass and purpose, of our thesis is thus stated.
T.
T
e will not enter upon the pretentious objective of reconstruct-
ing anew the teaching of Jesus in its entirety, though we can-
not refrain from a discussion of the central problem of Jesus 1 s
idea of the kingdom. We will not write an "Ethics of Jesus",
for it seems to us that such a program misconstrues the nature
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°f his teaohing end seeks a system where none is to be found,
throwing out questions which are misleading and unanswerable.
(Such as Jesus 1 s attitude toward the State. From the
fragmentary data mirroring totally different surroundings
,
modern authors usually reconstruct a picture correspond-
ing closely to tkeir own predilections. 3rimm (Die Ethik
Jesu) for example has used the figure of a "work of art"
which will be appreciated from different points of view in
different centuries. §uch opposites as the absolute paci-
fist and the bellicose militarist have sought and found
support for their philosophies in the words of Jesus.)
V/e will rather investigate anew the more modest problem of the
nature of the influence of apocalyptic eschatology upon the
ethical teaohing of Jesus. It is not beyond belief that one of
the first influences may have been to make its presentation
occasional and unsystematic.
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Chapter 2.
THE SOURCES OP THE LIFE OF JESUS
IN THEIR BEARING UPON THE POSSIBILITY
OF DEVELOPMENT IN HIS TEACHING.

(1$ Eoltzman, Heim, Renan, Beyschlag, B. i/eiss, etc.
(2) John 5:25-29. Y/hen we contrast this with the
Apocalypse that tradition has assigned to the same
author, one is driven to consider such authorship
a psychological impossibility. Yet caution is nec-
essary when we see how Paul could combine a certainty
of present salvation with apocalyptic ideas by
which salvation was first consummated at the Parousia.
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An examination of the souroes for the ministry of
Jesus must precede the major investigation in order to ascer-
tain whether we need consider the possihility that Jesus
passed through various stages of development in his religious
outlook. This assumption has been the frequent refuge of in-
terpreters endeavoring to portray a conEistent life of Christ. (
We can eliminate the Fourth Gospel at once from our
consideration. True, it marks a period of early popularity
followed by waning success (Jm. 6:66), but for the apooalyp-
tic problem that stands in the fore-ground of our investiga-
tion it offers no aid. Ethical teachings recede entirely be-
fore the disputes over tae Sonship of Jesus, and discourses
over the new birth, Life, and Light. Eternal Life and Judg-
ment are so spiritualized and thrown into the present that
the conceptions derived from Jewish apocalyptic shimmer through
only occasionally as remnants of a tradition no longer vital
to the author. (2) Whether ne was John the son of Zebedee,
or the Presbyter, or a disciple of nne or the other; whether
we have to do with any considerable material that can claim
historical value which is independent of the Synoptics, are
questions which are as^irrevelant to our purpose as they are
difficult of demonstration.
When we turn to the Synoptic Gospels, we are safe in
asserting as an assured result of criticism that Mark is the
oldest and is used by Matthew and Luke. To it we will return,
as Mark .Is the basis for most of the theories of stages of
development. As a second result of modern criticism we must
name the fact that Matthew and Luke had a common source or
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sources. This consisted almost exclusively of teaching. The
Temptation story (Mt. 4:1-11 and par.), and the healing of the
Centurion's servant, which are usually included, (Mt. 8:5-15 and
par.) form hardly an exception for the compiler may well have con
sidered the words of Jesus unclear without the setting. But we
must be cautious in referring to Q as a document; it is rather
the most satisfactory hypothesis in accounting £or the literary
phenomena of the Gospels; it expresses our faith that there was
a dooument. Whether Matthew and Luke used Q in the same Greek
translation, whether they had documents of the same compass or
whether Q was a growing body of material, whether it was used
by Mark or entirely independent of his tradition, - these are
all questions which admit of opinions rather than proofs. Hence
when a writer presumes to Bpeoulate on the order of Q, we will
hesitate in allowing objectivity to his results. (B, E. Stree-
ter in "Oxford Studies in the Syn. Prob." Pg. 141 ff
.
) But
if they were established, it would prove only the topical order
followed by Q, and not a chronological order in the life of Je-
sus. The most recent investigators, from the most radical to
the most conservative ( i. e. Bultman and Soiron) have brought
complete demonstration of the disposition of the material ac-
cording to theme or noatch-wordn . We can draw then no sure
conclusions^from Q as to development in the teaching of Jesus.
An investigation of the material found only in Matthew
permits of no evidence fur development beyond what may be found
in Mark. The teaching peculiar to him is inserted into the
matter from 4 according to theme or catch-word. The few bits
of narrative peculiar to the first evangelist do not effect
our problem. (Mt. 17:24-7; 16:17-19: 9:27-34 ?) To ask, for

instance, whether Matthew or Luke has the correct setting for
Jesus' speech against the Pharisees is to misunderstand entire-
ly the conditions under which the evangelists wrote. It is al-
together probable that neither was in possession of information
on such points. The first evangelist would need no special
tradition in order to be led to place the Parousia-parables in
the last days at Jerusalem rather than in Galilee where he as-
signs some which are peouliar to his Gospel. J. .Zeiss raised
the question ("Das Alteste Bvangelium" 1903) whether Matthew
did not have a special source containing the material from
8:1 to 9:34. Here the order varies from that in Mark. The more
-usual explanation is that Matthew has grouped together healings
and mighty works in the same way he built up the great sermon
in chapters 5-7 from scattered sayings. A decision is unneo-
essay however for our purpose for these chapters do not show
"development".
When we come to Luke we have a more difficult prob-
lem. Spitta ("Die Synoptische Grundschrift" 1912) has sought
to prove that Luke is our earliest Gospel. This theory has re-
ceived practically no favorable reception. Preconoeptions as
to historical probability cannot determine literary judgments.
B. H. Streeter has come out for Luke in an entirely different
way. (Hibb^rt Journal, Sept. 1921) Adopting the phraseology
of Sir John Hawkins, he questions the validity of speaking of
a shorter insertion into the Markan body of narrative (6:20-8:3)
and also a longer, (9:51-18:14) Luke^ opening is peouliar to
himself (4:16-30) and his story of the Passion presents devia-
tions in order and a lack of agreement in words where the order
is the same to a degree greater 'than elsewhere in his Gospel.

(1) .It must be pointed out that the chronological
data, (5:1-2) the preaching of John the Baptist (2:10-14
19-20), geneology (3:22-38, temptation (4:1-12, opening
at Uqzareth (4:16-30) and the calling of later (5:1-11)
make a unity from which it is: difficult to extract Mark.
Is Lk. 3:22 D evidence for an independent account
of the baptism? - i-zbzv odS .= -.-<. •'
:
The remarkable coincidences in the uniting of
Q, with Mark in the account of the preaching of the. Baptist
is very strong evidence that Luke knew Matthew as well
as Mark.
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The oonjeoture has often been made that he followed a separa-
ate souroe for the Tassion story. But sinoe the Markan mater-
ial would then extend only from 2:3-6:19, and 8:4-9:50, and
18:15-43, it would be muoh more to the point, suggests Streeter,
to speak of Markan insertions into a separate Lukan narrative.
We do not expect that this theory will receive general recogni-
tion, although it presents an adequate explanation of Luke's
omiAAion of Mark 6:45-8:26. But if we concede that Luke gives
us a primary, independent order of events, it does not afford
evidence for a theory of development.
Following the first Markn section (1), the evangelist
gives his shorter version of the Sermon on the Mount. Its con-
struction is undoubtedly due to the tradition which collected
words of Jesus without thought of time or place, but according
to considerat ionsjof aids to the memory and their use in instruc-
tion. Of the five narratives that follow, only the first two
have any geographical location, Caphernaum and Main. All ^.aok
definite temporal reference. tTTeibh ^VAhp^ff&r warra. T&r(7:l)
is a logioal connection, a transition due to the evangelist
and no part of the tradition. We have no grounds for believ-
ing that Luke had any better information than Matthew as to
the place of the incident in Jesus 1 s ministry. Every indica-
tion leader to the conclusion that the Gospel tradition was
perioope in form, individual stories circulating separately.
When the healing of the widow t s son that follows is ev tZ>
(7:11), we have no warrant in concluding that it is "the day
following" tke preceding words. Bather it is the convention-
al introduction to an entirely independent narrative. 8:1
is to be similarly judged. ( 6r T% K*0f$h$ )
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It would needlessly expand this ohapter to go
through the seoond body of Lukan narrative, 9 : 51-18 : 14 . It
has long been an axiom of synoptic criticism that the evange-
list has here strung along a body of material in the form of
a journey through Peraea, through which he had no idea of tem-
poral sequence nor of geographical location. Z, L. Schmidt
("Der Hahmen des Lebens Jesu" 246 ff . ) has . carefully analyzed
the Bection and clearly shown the secondary character of the
framework. «Ye would entirely forget the fact that Jesus was
on his way to Jerusalem (9:53) if the evangelist did not remind
us of his literary scheme from time to time. (9:57; 10:38;
13:22; 17:11) It would be entirely arbitrary hence to draw
any conclusions as to development in the teaching of Jesus
from the order in Luke.
We must now return to the consideration of Llark,
for it has been on the basis of its narrative, which certain-
ly determines the order in Matthew and most probably also in
Luke, that the more recent "lives of Jesus" have been construct-
ed. Burkitt T n Ihe Gospel History and its Transmission) thought
that Mark gave a really intelligible account of the life of
Jesus, motivating the culmination of the opposition in the
healing of the man with the withered hand on the sabbath. (3:6)
The Eerodian government closed the synagogues to him and Jesus
is soon compelled to lead a wandering life to the east and
north. Such a narrative as that by 0. Eoltzman attempts to
work it out in detail. But the attempt led only to greater
skepticism regarding Mark. 6:45-8:26 was often regarded as
a Eeoond, parallel and less trustworthy account, and no part
of the original, historical, Urmarkus. Wellhausen, writing in

(1) The theory of parables as hidden mysteries (4:11);
that Jesus demanded silence of the demons who recog-
nized his Messiahship, eto.
(2) M. Dibelius, "Formgeschichte der Evangelien"- 1919
R« Bultman, "Die Geschichte der Synoptisohen
Tradition." 1921
Alhertz, "Vie Synoptische Streit-gesprache", 1921
ft t\ r\~c «r ~n."t
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blB Commentary (page 62) say s of 8:27, "Uow begins the Gospel
as the Apostles proclaimed it; &e I Jesus) no longer teaches
general doctrines but prophesies about himself." V/endling made
the most detailed analysis of the second Gospel into its three
successive stages ("Die Entstehung des Morbus"), and V/rede
showed to what heights of skepticism criticism was driven by
its own over-valuation of Mark. ("Das Messiasgeheimnis" 1901)
One result was apjfrent; the attempt to distill an authentic,
chronological Ur-Markus from our second Gospel, which would
give us the outlines of the oourse of the life of Jesus had
failed. V/e believe that much of this criticism was unwarrant-
ably negative, but there can no longer be any doubt but that
our earliest evangelist is not merely an objective reporter
but interprets from hiB faith, and is ruled by theories that
probably are no part of the tradition that came to him. (1)
In this zealous sesroh for the more reliable Ur-
markus, the truth, in the oral theories of transmission had
been too largely neglected. Mark may have had written sources
but the promulgator of one of the most recent theories ex-
ercises a praise-worthy caution in defining their limits.
(E. Meyer "Ursprung und Anfange des Christ entums" Bd. I, pg. 121)
But the more important factor is the period of oral trans-
mission which extended over at least thirty years. It is
with a truer apprehension of this factor that the most Teoent
investigators in the field of "tradition-criticism" have
worked. (2) Ihey point out that our problem is not to es-
timate Gospels, but individual narratives. Eaoh narrative
was originally separate and must be judged for itself. Its
historicity does not depend on its derivation from an unknown

(X) Our English translation would give
%
no indica-
tion that the original is plural,
~ro\s o-<^0 $(*rw %
— u , j .; .- i j.
U J- «5 J. u _ _j v.' _L 'i :? !
Six iXLfii >3 , n g r.
:
A °t - <\ f« fi o I t \ C" . r »•.- , a rj . - > <
kf i-L u •_' j.' \. »j .j. .«. X vc • h »-

X called Ur-Uarkus. This "perioope" tradition was originally
without temporal se^uenoe and usually without geographical set-
ting. Just which place and time noteB belonged to the oral
fragment, and which to the evangelist's frame-work, are separ-
ate subjects for debate. But the judgment in principle of the
material as composed originally of separate narratives appears
to us as an established result of criticism.
Reference to ireter as the source of Liark's information
does not satisfactorily explain why he gives us so full an ao-
oount of nne Sabbath in Capernaum (1:21-34) and others are passed
over with the briefest summaries (1:39). It is rather a typical
Sabbath (1) and the final calling of Pete* may well have come
later as Luke gives it, which would afford more psychological
preparation. Matthew brings the incident in Peter's house in
no connection with this Sabbath and completely breaks up the
scheme.
-With 2:1 we
f
are inclined to see with Albertz (op. cit.
pg. 5f) the beginning of a distinct collection of Galilean
controversies that lay before the evangelist
,
possibly in doc-
umentary form. They are clearly arranged in climactic order,
leading up to the decision to slay Jesus, which of course
proves nothing for the actual temporal sequence. This hypo-
thesis gives the beBt explanation yet offered for the presenoe
of the title for Jesus, * V)ds top *vtfpfTT** (2:10; 2:28) in
contrast to the scheme of the evangelist himself. We are not
helped in these passages by pointing out that the original
Armmaic may have been simply "man", for tae point of the story
as moulded for use in preaching in the oral traditionywas to
assert the prerogatives of the Messiah. When Mark adds a

I(1) Unless one admits the strong apocalyptic motivation
of the proclamation of the Kingdom, it seems to me thatthis mission must abide a riddle or else be recognized
as a reading back into the life of Jesus of the earliest
preaching. The latter is the course followed by manvliberal critics. * *
(2) -The attempt of Bultman (op. oit; pg. 156) to re-late the verse to what precedes is an utterly arbitrary
refuge of despair to win support from the text for hisdenial of the belief of Jesus in his own Messiahship.
- DJ.il J. J
D J
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further dispute in the same ohapter (3:20-20), and later a con-
troversy over purification (7:1-14) and one over divorce (10:1-12)
without there being evidenoe of a sharpening of the hatred ex-
pressed in 3:6, we are led to conclude that these came to Llark
separately.
After the collection of parables in chapter 4, the ev-
angelist arranges three different wonder-works to show the divine
power of Jesus. Such faith as the woman with the issue of blooc
reveals (5:25-34) is shown in marked contrast to the unbelief of
his own townsmen and relatives (6:1-6). The historicity of the
mission of the Twelve cannot be discussed apart from the recon-
struction of the aims and program of Jesus, but in any case the
incident has no fast place in a chronological tradition. (1)
Mark uses this absence of the disciples to record the death of
John the Baptist, But it is clear from 6:16 that this event
lay some time in the past. We are inclined to be less skeptical
of the part Herod played in the withdrawal of Jesus from Gal-
ilee- than-, is often* the case. Though the, goal-less wandering
hither and thither through the succeeding chapters is due to
the pericope form of the tradition and not the recollection
of the outlines of an itinerary, we are not warranted In sus-
pecting the truth of this cause for the withdrawal. The name
of Caesarea Philippi in Peter's confession (8:27) is the stone
of offence against which every skeptic must stumble. (2)
o
Mark may have preserved dublets. That does not prove an earl-
ier recension of our Gospel, but varying accounts which the
evangelist does not distinguish. The "Gospel" as preached
in Mark's own day may oolor his narrative more from 8:27-10:45
but there is every psychological reason to believe that Jesus

(1) It may "be true that these words are a quotation
from "The Wisdom of God", rather than original with Jesus,
for which thesis Luke gives some support. Yet the number
of acquaintances of Jesus in and about Jerusalem must lead
us to posit a longer period than one week. This however
does not establish John's schematic visitation of feasts
stretching over a period of three irassovers.
(2)" Despite the prggmatism of John's date for the —
crucifixion, it is to be preferred to that of Mark. The
deoision of the priests and scribes to killhim before-
the Passover
.
(14:2) . the faot that they have leavened
bread (<t^TOS 14:22) and that Simon of Cyrene is coming
from work (15:21) combine to indicate that Jesus was not
cruoified on the first day of the feast. Mark is prob-
ably correct in the. hour however. John has conformed
to' the time of the slaying of the tass over - Iamb i

reckoned with the probability of suffering and death as his
fate.
When we come to the Jerusalem days, we have even
more right to expect that Mark: should give us accurate chron-
ological information. The days are all clearly marked, but
the evangelist is in fact too definite. The conservative cri-
tios who make much of the lament of Jesus over Jerusalem flit. 22:37
and par; )~ as substantiating the Johannine* chronology have at
are
least shown that the few days Mark allots igt entirely too short
(1)
a period. On the other hand, much of the teaching Mark assigns
to theBe days may Just as well come from Galilee. Albertz
is probably correct again in finding in Mk. 11:27- 12:37 a col-
lection of controversies between Jesus and his opponents which
oame to the evangelist in tMs form. It is* a Jerusalem collec-
tion, but it does not neoessarily follow that they all took,
place in the Holy City on one day. fhe "pragmatism" of the par-
ti i>
able of the vinyard (12:1-12) corresponds to the motif in 8:26 -
10:45 rather than the controversies whioh the parable inter-
upts. In these the break is much less apparent and his approach-
ing death hardly casts a shadow. Whether the "Little Apocalypse"
(13:5-37) contains essentially words of Jesus or is an early
Christian writing coming from the beginning of the Jewish wars
which the evangelist has incorporated, it is ilearly indepen-
dent of the word about the destruction of the Temple. (13:2)
If Jesus' s idea of the Kingdom was essentially apocalyptic,
there is no reason why even his first preaching might not have
been accompanied by such traditional imagery ae this chapter
portrays. Even in the passion story itself inner chronological
inconsistencies are not wanting. (2.)

(1) Eusebius, "Ecclesiastioal History" III, 39:15.
'
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Enough has been shown to make clear how impossible it is
to construct any theory of development of the basis of the Llarkan
narrative. Though Papias was probably comjaring his order with
what he found in John rather than with any other information not
accessible to us, we must agree with his judgment that Mark
wrote "not in order". fl) We may assign material early or late
on the ground of inherent probability, but these opinions can
never claim objective certainty. We are restricted by our sourc-
es to an account of the main features in the ministry of Jesus;
we can give no connected account, much less write a "life of
Christ".
This brief summary of the results of synoptic criticism
that oommend themselves to us makes no clAim to presenting or-
iginal investigations or new conclusions. They have been all-
too briefly considered and the contrary arguments not suffic-
iently considered for an original study. The purpose of the
survey has simply been to summarize the results of such studies
which exclude the hypothesis of different stages in the minis-
try of Jesus, in which the apocalyptic element is of varying
importance. Since our Gospels are composed of fragments of
tradition of greater and less authenticity arranged by writers
who had very inadequate information as to the real chronological
sequence, any theory of development is arbitrary and subjective.
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Chapter III
JESUS' S CONCEPTION OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD
... . ,
.. ..
t •
- 5 1

(1) as Holtzman, Peine, tfeinel, etc.
ft)
(2) 12:28, 19:24/ 21:31, 43. On the other hand,
Kingdom of Heaven is used 32 times.
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Jesus began his ministry in Galilee by taking up the
words of John the Baptist, "Repent, for the Kingdom of God is
at hand." (Mk. 1:15; Mt. 3:2, 4:17) For various reasons, modern
interpreters (2) have gone out from some other starting point
in portraying the message of Jesus. But in order to estimate
the influence of apocalyptic, we must first determine what Jesus
meant by the nearness of the Kingdom. There can be no doubt but
that John expected the judgment, "the wrath to come"; for nthe
axe was already laid at the root of the tree"; there was but a
short respite for repentance before God* should intervene. This
would not mean blessedness for the entire nation, for only those
who brought forth fruit worthy of repentance would have a part
in the coming Kingdom. On the other side blazed the unquench-
able fire of divine wrath?
It does not follow necessarily that the same words in
the mouth of Jesus, "The Kingdom of God is at hand", Uore a
like connotation. Words do not create ideas; they are rather
the inadequate symbols of that which we imperfectly endeavor to
convey to men. The Gospels however give no indication that Je-
sus felt it necessary to define his term. It is presupposed
that everyone knew what was meant by the Kingdom. Pious Jews
had long awaited its coming. The weight bf the message lies
in the conviction that it 'was near". ;
Two questions must be considered briefly before we ex-
amine more closely . the development .of the Gospel of^ the Kingdom
in the preaching of Jesus. Matthew uses with a few exceptions (2)
the phrase h J3a<n }&ia. Tu>y evf>*v»'* instead of the tov 6edv
in Mark and Luke. Are these to be distinguished? If not, which
is the correct rendering of the phrase used by Jesus. VThen we

i- -
(2) See Dalman, "Die , Wort e Jesu"
,
pag. 162 Tf*
y..^.:.. r>r mil IS £:ir-.i 6~ f. ij .:-:i:i"r':r
(3) Holtzman, Peine,. Dalman, .etc..
(4) Mk. 9:47: 10:1**, 15, 25, 24,. 25: lit. 7:21; £l:tt
25:34: 23:15.
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find Matthew changing the Markan phraseology in successive
verses (lit. 19:25-4 op. Mk. 10:25-5) , though he is clearly fol-
lowing the text of the earlier Gospel, there is a strong pre-
sumption in favor of the identity of the ideas. Of the 14
instances in which Mark: uses the phrase, £ /0d<M/f*»* T99 &£0>
4 are omitted by Matthew, seven are given in his favorite ter-
minology, while 3 are rendered by some other periphrasis of
the idea of the Kingdom. (1) In late Judaism there was a hesi-
tancy about uttering the divine name. Hence it is altogether
likely that Matthew is not thinking, in contrast to the other
Gospels, of a Kingdom IN Heaven, to which the saints will some
time go. Rather, Heaven is an expression for God, as "The Most
High", the "Plaoe", "The Ancient of Days", etc. (2) It is im-
probable that Jesus uttered the divine name any more than the
pious among his contemporaries. He spoke rather of "my Father".
Matthew is translating the original Semitic phrase with true
Jewish reserve; Mark and Luke adopt on the other hand the phras-
eology of the Septuagint which consistently renders it H fid&iJtiA.
TOTf Vbtv as more intelligible to Hellenistic readers.
A second preliminary question is the meaning of the
word fid <* . Is it a Kingdom, or is tae word used in the
abstract sense of mile or sovereignty? It is the consensus of,
opinion among modern scholars that the Arimaic phrase
means the abstract rule of God
rather than a spatial kingdom. (5) God T s rule is co-terminous
with the acceptance of His law. Eence it is possible to "enter
into the Kingdom" and "receive the Kingdom" without thinking
primarily in spatial terms /^Indeed it is very difficult to see
how a man could be "not far from the Kingdom" (Mk. 12:54) un-

(1) MkJ 14:25;Lk. 14:15; Lk. £2:30. Here it is
"Liy Kingdom.
"
(2) Lit. 11:11- Lk. 7:28; Lit. 8:11- Lk. IS: 28;
Lit. 5:19; also Lit. 18:1-4. ' In individual cases
the evangelists have clearly in mind that the
visible Church is the "place".
(3) Mt. 21*21. Llark it is true has V„ <rav
hut there is no reason to doubt that the idea
is of a coming spatial rule.
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lees it were meant in the abstract sense of rule. 1J o movement
in space, be it short or long, would lead the scribe into the
promised Kingdom. And yet there are passages which must Just
as clearly refer to a place. To eat and drink in the Kingdom
is somethi-ig very concrete and local. (1) When "he that is
least in the Kingdom" is singied out,. (2) or ambitious disciples
seek the honored placed to the left and right of Christ, (3)
the transition has been made to an actual Kingdom. The idea of
the rule of Jehovah over all the earth in the days to come,
which is not wanting in the Old Testament (Obadiah 21, Zech. 14:15)
was influenced by the book of Daniel, where the fourth Kingdom
(Dan. 7:23f.) was to replace the world Empires that had gone be-
fore. It appears evident from this survey that the Gospels have
no unitary usage on this point. VVe must admit therefore a strong
presupposition in favor of the possibility that the whole idea
of the Kingdom with Jesus can be compressed into no single frame-
work. To anticipate our further discussion, if the sovereignty
of God no longer suffers restriction, that which was before simply
the abstract rule, has become a localized sphere of divine govern-
ment.
Returning to the original course of our investigation,
we find many clear indications that Jesus expected an apocalyptic
Kingdom in the near future as did John the Baptist. The disciples
are taught to pray "Thy Kingdom come" (Mt. 6:10, Lk. 11:2). The
nearness of the Kingdom is the burden of their proclamation when
they preach two by two in Galilee. (Mt. 10:7; Lk. 9:2; 10:9, 11).
In the time of the &reat reversal, the hungry will be satisfied,
and
the merciful will obtain mercy,' the peace-makers,Athose perse-
cuted for righteousness* sake, shall reap their deserved reward.

&L) As. Peabody, in"New Testament: Bschatology and'- New Test-
ament. Ethios" , in -the Transaction of the Third Interna-
tional Congress of Historical Religions". 1908.
.
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It would needlessly expand this ohapter to go
through the seoond body of Lukan narrative, 9 :
51-18 : 14
.
has long been an axiom of synoptic criticism that
the evange-
list has here strung along a body of material in the form
of
a journey through Peraea, through which he had no idea of tem-
poral sequence nor of geographical location. K. L.
Schmidt
("Der Hahmen des Lebens Jesu" 246 ff . ) has .carefully
analyzed
the section and clearly shown the secondary character
of the
framework, ffe would entirely forget the fact that Jesus
was
on his way to Jerusalem (9:53) if the evangelist did
not remind
us of his literary scheme from time to time. (9:57; 10:38;
13:22; 17:11) It would be entirely arbitrary hence to
draw
any conclusions as to development in the teaching of
Jesus
from the order in Luke.
We must now return to the consideration of Llark,
for it has been on the basis of its narrative, which
certain-
ly determines the order in Matthew and most probably
also in
Luke, that the more recent "lives of Jeans" have been
construct-
ed. Burkitt T n Ihe Gospel History and its Transmission)
thought
that Mark gave a really intelligible account of the life
of
Jesus, motivating the culmination of the opposition in the
healing of the man with the withered hand on the sabbath. (3:6)
The Herodian government closed the synagogues to him and
Jesus
is soon compelled to lead a wandering life to the east and
north. Such a narrative as that by 0. Eoltzman attempts to
work it out in detail. But the attempt led only to greater
skepticism regarding Mark. 6:45-8:26 was often regarded as
a aeoond, parallel and less trustworthy account, and no part
of the original, historical, Urmarkus. Wellhausen, writing in

The -4ng\-".-~ v-iii. b.cicA5rt6 those shy axe t oor in spirit, low
c " he^rt ' • —
(1) The possibility must be reckoned with that we have
a later Christian addition in Lit. 11:11b; the Kingdom is
the Church; its most insignificant member is greater
than the greatest without,' _°_
. _
ilt. 11:12 - Lk. 16:16 cannot be used In a recon-
struction of Jesus 1 idea of the Kingdom- for its meaning
is absolutely obscure. Our personal preference is for the
interpretation of- Zahn, Deissman, and others who .take
the first P)JJ&7*\ as medial father than passive; "comes
like a storm." Is this an approval of the enthusiasm
of his followers? Or are J. Weiss and others right in
seeing here a^ polemic .against ...the =zelots.-
-One -thing
alone appears clear, that "Jesus seeVt'He dawn
1
ox the"
Kingdom in his work, and %tn%t- John belongs to the other
side of the water-shed"/ But are we "to" "find here polemic
against the disciples of John whom .the author of- the
Fourth Gosper kindly but" firmly combat's? Dalman thinks
the Yiolance.. refers, to the beheading o^.John-the Baptist.
t-M-Z i- -\ " - s . - x _
72) "Luke T s mission of The 70 is 'a doublet" frW 3
.Bin •• f& the, .mission-,o£. the. 12. Jbn-JdarJc.
-a^--,-,: Wa„ .
.'••• : 'T ™ - c Gi/3&*a* S£tS£oX2 !£fttr9 ' ill : fei:'
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'
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-
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:
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John and all others who merely hoped for the ooming consumma-
tion and did not peroeive the mystery of these beginnings be-
longed yet to the old. (Mt. ll:ll-Lk. 7: £4) (1) Vrtien the dis-
oiples return from their missionary work: enthused over the fact
that even the demons are subject unto them, Jesus exclaims, n I
beheld Satan fallen as lightning from heaven." (Lk. 10:17) fE)
It is because the beginnings are already at hand that Jesus
can say, "Blessed are the eyes which see the things that ye see;
for I say unto you that many prophets and kings desired to see
the things which ye see, and saw tham not; and to hear the things
which ye hear, and heard them not." (Lk. 10:23 ff.- Lit. 15:16 f
.
)
Luke 17:21 is frequently cited as proof that the Kingdom
was looked upon as present by Jesus. "The Kingdom of God is
within you" is certainly the wrong translation, no matter how
true the idea may be. One dubious passage Is Insufficient
to attribute to Jesus the idea quite foreign to his people, L "
that of an inner spiritual Kingdom. Ee would certainly not
have said that it was "within" those whom he elsewhere called
"offspring of vipers". The connection with the following
verBes may well be due to the evangelist, but it would be a
strange transition from speaking of the Kingdom which was al-
ready "within their midst" to the eschatological picture of
the judgment. It is just of the time of this consummation
that the Pharisees ask. The earliest Latin translations
give the puzzling preposition &yt&± "in taa manu" , "in your
power". Interpreters have united this with the Rabbinic
idea that if Israel only kept two Sabbaths perfectly, Sod
would send the Kingdom. Hen could compel the Kingdom through
their own repentance. But God alone could set up the King-
dom. It was not a human task. The key to the answer must
be $uund in the question. The pharisees ask for the "signs"
of the Kingdom. Jesus rejects any attempt to reckon the
time. (Mk. 13:32) That is in God's hand. It will be as
unexpected as the flood in the days of Hoah. Simply, lo
it is unexpectedly in their midst in the hour when men ex-
pect it not. (Mk. 13:35) In any case, the verse does not
go farther in asserting a present Kingdom than the passages
quoted above.
Similarly must we judge with the word about the children.
; (l£k. ..10:13t16 and par.) Jesus djes not say that the children
are already members of the Kingdom; he never identffies his
followers with the Kingdom.- Eather, those of suoh mind will
possess it when- it comes. The child is the model for the King-
dom not only because of his receptivity, but because his prom-
ise is of the future. True, in Hark 10:15 we find the words,

(1) See J. Weiss, Weinel, and others
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"Exoept ye receive the Kingdom as a little child". But the
last clause speaks of "entering into" it. The general idea
is the same as in the thanksgiving, "I thank thee, Father,
Lord of heaven and earth, that Thou didst hide these things
from the wise and understanding and reveal them unto babes."
Not only do these few passages presuppose a present
Kingdom, but it seems also to be indicated in a group of parables
teaching growth. flit. 15:53, Mk. 4:30 ff. Mt. M:24 and parallels)
This interpretation however cannot be claimed for the parable of
£
, » / / A
the sower. The expression h J3 T** does not occur
in any of the Gospels in the narrative of the parable. The great-
er probability lies in the view that the explanation which trans-
forms the story into an allegory of four different kinds of fields
is not from Jesus himself. But in this interpretation, the seed
is the "word", not the Kingdom. Only Matthew adds the genitive
-r?$ f3<i*.\Afe>AS (Mt. 13:19) to define the nature of the "word".
It does not follow that the Kingdom itself is already at hand,
rather the word announcing the Kingdom. Hence the possibility
must be reckoned with,that in the other parables of growth it is
the "word" and not the Kingdom that gradually develops and ex-
pands. (1) But if on other grounds we must recognize Jesus's be-
lief in a certain presence tff the powers of the Kingdom in the ac-
tivities going out from his own person, we need not reject the
belietf anxL teaching that. :£hese- which began as ;a: bit c£i leaven
would finally, leaven the whole lump (Mt. 13:33- Lk. 13:20); if
they now appeared but as a little thing, tlis was no cause for
discouragement for the smallest seeds brought forth at times the
largest results. (Mk. 4:30 and par.) The certainty of this growth
lay not in human effort, but in the same divine powers that
brought forth the grain from the seed. (Mk. 4:26 ff.) They must
simply wait upon the harvest (i. e. , the judgment in apocalyptic

. i-- 13 ii jj jl. L: v o
... f:
.
; . _
,
bit to SBfix?. 3" j it? SiT t D thpi is =rrc:-6f.fs h
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tt^ol9V9j& v.II~jj5st£ j;2:i? s4 as*^ si'S fr^n Stttt ,? n-XQ«M aJ*
»v**j (1) Holtzmaa f .JL T..iC3ieol. ,£d. ed. I. pg* ,294* :no
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Bymbol)» These parables of growth give no indioation of the
duration of the development. V/e are accustomed to think of ev-
olution as a slow process, but leaven operates in a single night
and seeds ripen at best in six months.
fin the -parable of the tares, the Kingdom is without
doubt the Church. (lit. 12:24-50, 36-42) Evil and good
do not develop side by side in the Kingdom as conceived
in the other parables of growth, only in the empirical
Church known to the moralistic evangelist whose key-note
is righteousness. The Church he knew resembled more the
figure of ttoah's ark, with all animals both clean and un-
clean, than the perfected reign of God in embryo. It would
rbe going too far to insist that the allegory we have is on-
ly an adaptation of the parable in Mark 4:26 ff. Jesus
may have given such an illustration. But the evil was no
part of the coming Kingdom. We must recognize (with Jji-
„
lioher) that such phrases as utptiwbh f\ jfo^Xei* T&Y ov/>*r*Y
are introductory formulas to be asoribed to the evangelists
and not integral parts of the parable itself.)
, : i
,
.
,
......
.
-We should reject all attempts to 'harmonize the view of
the Kingdom in these passages :with the eschatological good in
Matthew 10:7. The presence of the Kingdom in his own works, the
beginnings which might «be likened unto a mustard seed, are not
what is meant by the nearness of the Kingdom in Matthew 4:17.
Hdltzman," though granting a wide^use • of the presence of the
• r (
......
Kingdom than has seemed possible to us, has expressed this
clearly in the words, "To the present belongs the Kingdom into
which even now sinners are entering if they can attain the per-
formances of conversion and faith. Even so oertain on the con-
trary belongs the Kingdom of which the future beatitudes (Mt. 5:4-9
Lk. 6:21 ff
. ) speak, the Kingdom in which all the injustice and
cruelty of the present will be compensated, to the future." (1)
The attempt has been made to break the force of the es-
chatological references to the Kingdom and to maJce the idea 6f
a present, developing entity sole and central, by distinguish-
ing between the ooming of the Kingdom and the coming of the Son

(1) Emmet in "The Lord of Thought" ; LlacCullooh, H. R. E.
Article "Eschatology"
.
(2) See Bousset "Kurios Christos", etc.
(3) Mt. 19:28 fails in Lk. Lk. 6:22, 12:8 have no parallels;
Lit. omits in Mk. '8:31, and Lk. in his parallel to 10:43.
(4) Mi. 2:12, 28 do not form exceptions. It is equivalent
here to"I". The whole point of the narratives lie in
making clear the authority of Jesus, not in asserting
general truths about man. It is another question whe-
ther the words are not more appropriate in the mouth
of the early Christian preacher relating the 'story, than
with Jesus himself. He did not need to tell men that he
was Lord of the Sabbath, His actions proved it.. Since
he 4sfends This "disciples for their Sabbath laxity, and
not himself, it is in fact^Jman who has correctly grasped
human values, who is lord of .the Sabbath. .
f5) Mk. 2:10, 28; 9:9 (?); 14:21, 41; passages generally
assigned to 4, Mt. 8:20, 11:19, 12:32, 12:40 (?) and par-
allels; peculiar to Mt. 13:37 (?), 16:13, 26:2; peculiar
to Lk. Lk. 6:22, 12:8, 19:10.,. £2:48. The three passages
marked with interrogation point could bear the inter-
pretation that the Son of Man, is other than -Jesus.
(6) Mk. 8:31, 9:12, 9:31, 10:53, 10:45 with parallels;
Lk". 24:7
'
~* (7) Mk. 8:38, 13:26,' 14 : 62 ;' ' '4~,' 'Mt . 19:28, '24 : 27 ,37 ,39,44.
Peculiar to Mt. 10:23, 13:41, 16:28-, .24:36, 25:31; pe-
culiar to lk. 17:22, 18:8, 21:36.
( 8 ) E . Meyer , "Ursprung ' und Anfange de s Chri s tentums n
II., pg. 345 ff. claims an original Persian ..origin of •-'
the term. V/hatever its relation ©d oriental myths ^of
~
an Unnensch may .have. been,, the ^important factor lies
"rather in the connotation which Jesus gave to*the name.
" (9T Baron von Kugel, "Essays'"and" Addresses on i&e
• Philosophy of fieligion? 1921 pg. 129. gfc^j^

of Man. Only the latter is apooalyptioally conceived. (1)
This is oorreot in so far as it recognizes the apooalyptic char-
acter of that title. We have no right to reject its authenti-
city in the mouth of Jesus and refer it to "community theology",
the common despository for all to which critics take offence. (£)
For the evangelists , it is clearly looked upon as a self-desig-
nation and is frequently found in one Gospel where the other has
the personal pronoun. (3) It is not necessary for our purpose
to enter into the difficult prohlem of the Arimaic usage. In
some way the Greek translators could distinguish the Llessianic
title from the word "man." (4) The uses may "be divided into three
general groups, where it is equivalent to I, (5) where it is con-
nected with the necessity of suffering (6), and where the refer-
ence is to the Parousia (7). All three belong to our oldest sourc-
es, hut the two latter are the more distinctive.
The phrase without doubt finds its origin within Jewish
literature in Daniel 7:13, where it symbolizes the Jewish nation
(8)
as a fourth Kingdom. It is through no mistake that the evagge-
lists put that quotation in the mouth of Jesus. The word had al-
ready become a personal name in the Parables of Enoch (48:3, 6:
46:1-2; 49:2), where it is the preexistent Messiah, and recurs
again in IV Ezra 13:2, 5,12,25,32. V7e have no 'proof however that
it had become a common Messianic designation. We are faoe to
face with the deepest truths* of the Gospel when Jesus unites
this conception of coming glory with present Buffering and death.
"Only thus on the one hand does the pioture in Daniel lose every
vestige of gratuitousness or inflation; and onjy thus on the oth-
er hand does the picture in Isaiah not express any ultimate
skepticism or pessimism." (9) Individual passages might leave
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eome doubt ae to whether the ooming Son of Han were not some oth-
er individual ( as ^It.lO:2S), hut it is difficult tc aecribe the
majority to anyone else than Jesus.
This ooming of the Son of Man is furthermore indissolubly
connected with the ooming of the Kingdom with power. Matthew
replaces the latter expression as found in Uark 9:1 with the
former. (16: £8) V/e have a series of parables introduced by some
such phrase as d/4^' ""Htrt-TtAy * poHn/lf-lA T&V avptArus y
which exhort to faithfulness in view of the uncertainty of the
time of the Parousia. (Mt. 25:1, Lk. 19:11) These are even more
certainly introductory formulae of the evangelist than in the oase
of the parables of growth. But we believe the "interpretation"
contains a partial truth just as in the other case. The Kingdom
is not like the virgins, but as they must wait patiently and ex-
pentantly for the bridegroom who returns at an unknown hour, so
must men wait for the coming of the Kingdom with power at the sud-
den Parousia of the Son of Man.
(The formulation of this and similar parables which -
presuppose the delay of the Parousia has undoubtedly been
"pointed" to meet community needs. We are not called upon
therefore with WellhauBen to deny this parable to Jesus
in any form. The kernel is not the delay, but the unex-
pectedness of the parousia, an idea which certainly belongs
to our best tradition. (Mk. 13:33ff.; Lk. 17:24,26; 12:35-40).
Wellhausen thinks the parable has arisen from Luke 12:35-6)
The decisive argument however lies not in the examination
of individual passages that may be open to doubt as to authenti-
city, but in the common relation of the Kingdom and the coming
of the Son of Man to the judgment. The disciples will long for
the Day of the Son of Man because it brings the judgment (Lk 17:22).
c.
At that time will come the great division; two shall be in the y
same bed, or at the same task; one shall be taken and the other
left. (Lk 17:34-5) The Kingdom likewise will effect a removal
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of the present injustices beoause it is preoeded by the Judg-
ment. The only alternative would be to hold on the basis of a
single passage (Mk. 10:29-30) that Jesus distinguished a reversal
in this age, an intermediate Messianic Kingdom as in Revelation
20:2,7, possibly I Corinthians 15:25-8 and in the later Jewish
apocalypses of IV Ezra and II Baruch, from the "coming aeon".
There is no clear evidence for the later Rabbinic doctrine of the
two aeons however as early as the time of Christ. If the "days
of the Messiah" were clearly distinct in the mind of Jesus from
"the age to come", we would have a right to expect more evidence
than this one verse, when Matthew and Luke agree against Mark
in this passage. But even if we should accept Mark 10:29 as au-
thoritative for Jesus, and if one should attempt the impossible
task of a systematizat ion, the coming of the Son of Man would
precede ev T<*> K6\f*> TffVju) rather than inaugurate the "age to
come." We will come back to the relation of the Kingdom to the
Judgment. It is sufficient here to indioate that it is not other
than that of the coming of the Son of Man.
A second attempt to minimize the apocalyptic element
in Jesus is the postulate that we have in Mark IS and parallels
an early Christian apocalypse written about 66 A. D. to encourage
the Christians at the opening of the Roman attack. Eusebius
mentions such a document. This oonjecture is shared also by
many scholars who afford the largest measure of acceptance to
the place of apocalyptic in Jesus. There is no doubt but
that the elaborate description of the oosmic signs, the

I(1) If ^ is right' in making the exception of the "eigja
cf Jcnah ,T
,
it if. tc be interpreted from Luko as above
rather than from Matthew, who clearly does refer to an
"outward si^n", the resurrection.
(2) Mt. 24:20, 29.

last woes, and the owning of the 3on of L!an stand in logical
oontradiotion to the eschatological outlook in many words of Je-
sus. The end will cone as suddenly as in the days of Lot and
Noah (Lk. 17:26); the servant does not know when his lord will
return (ilk. 13:24 ff.); like the flash of lightning that startles
everyone will be the coming of the Son of l£an in his day. (Lk.l7:24)
There would be no uutward signs revealing the time of the coming
of the Kingdom. (Lk.l7:20) The man who refused to afford legit-
imization to his work then by a sign from heaven (LIk. 8:12 - lit. 16:4
Lk. 11:29, Mt. 12:59) (1) expected no warning in the future of
the impending Judgment except his own call to repentance. The
signs were already at hand for those who had eyes to see them.
(Lk. 12:56, Mk. 15:28) "The little apocalypse" hypothesis has al-
so much in its favor from an internal study of Hark 13. The dis-
oiples inquire for the time of the destruction of the Temple.
The reply depicts cosmic catastrophes and the coming of the Son
of Man. That two such contradictory words as Mark 15:50 and 15:32
should stand so close together is a mark of composition though
not necessarily proof that one or the other is not genuine, liat-
thew appears to reveal in at least two places that he has access
to a more Jewish source than Llark. These arguments are not abso-
lutely 'convincing and it must be remembered that all apooalyptic
material is more or less traditional and that it is the last form
of literature from which consistency can be demanded. , We have
no reason to insist that Jesus had a single, logically-constructed
eschatologioal scheme. That is the product of the author in his
study. The vitality of a living hope suffers much inconsistency
in detail. But if -we do grant the full weight of the arguments
showing that the special source in Mark 13 tell^us much more tff

(1) JEoltzman, "H« 2. Theclogie" X, pg.. 285.
—
•••• - v.. »:.•:;-.•£ i/i I -
fi " ,T r. : »:."* Re* - , ~r r. vi*c*%tn
.7^
— r\~i t\ rr~ r rr r J ft fc —

the expectations of the Palestinian Christians shortly before
the destruction of Jerusalem than of Jesus himself, we may gain
consistency for Jesus, but in no way eliminate the apooalyptio
element. The apocalypse as we may roughly term Lute 17:22-37
remains a well-attested and essentially authentic reproduction
of the hope of Jesus.
V/e are now in a position to draw the main results from
our summary. We have seen that the immediate nearness of the
coming Kingdom, which is common to all apocalyptic, is taken in
a new seriousness and earnestness by Jesus. It is not only a
Kingdom however of which the immediate coming is sure. The first
red itays of its dawning are manifest even now. The word which
he scatters abroad meets v/ith varied reception, but its final
success is assured for God will bring his own Kingdom to pass.
This will be inaugurated by the coming of the Son of Man. Here
we come upon the crux of the matter. If the Kingdom was present,
it certainly was also future. Is this future consummation how-
ever simply the result of a prooess of evolution and growth
over centuries-, or is the completion at hand in the speedy re-
coiling of the Son of Man? Our argument has led us to see that
the latter must be the case, "The eschatological perspective
of Jesus knows as the last act a powerful act of omnipotence on
the part of God, intervening from above and cutting short the
whole course of the world; an act whereby human oooperation ap-
peared to be shut out and every bridge between the present and
the future broken off." (1) It is difficult to see what pos-
sibilities could remain for normal development in the Kingdom
after the judgment at the day of tae Son of Man. V/e may say
evolution AUD catastrophe, but as the catastrophe was near, the

((1) "Judische Eschatologie^. pages 380-1.

^period of evolution was short. Jecus saw with the eyes of faith
the beginning of Sod*s rule in his own work. This confidence
was sustained by the triumphant hope that the great act of God
in history was soon to come.
The question of place is not without its difficulties
as well as that of time. IVas it to be inaugurated in this world
or in another; was it to be **diesseits" or "jenseits." The relwvanoy
of this question to the problems of ethics is apparent. If an
"other worldly" Kingdom was at hand, in which entirely different
conditions of life were to prevail, the moral instruction might
well be more in the nature of a "preparation for the Kingdom
rather than of the Kingdom itself." We gain little assistance
from comparing the current ideas in Judaism. Volz has collected
the rel£'Y_6nfc material (1) and shown how the earth, Palestine,
heaven, an|heavenly and earthly Jerusalem, laradise, - all appear
in a gay confusion of conflicting hopes. Once we understand
the terminology of Matthew, it is to be realized that his favor-
ite designation does not mean that the plaoe'of the Kingdom is
in heaven. There are, however, not a few indications that it is
jenseits. That is not a difficult conclusion to draw from the
frequent expression "enter into the Kingdom" It is equiva-
lent then to heaven. In the parable 0f the Judgment, the elect
are addressed, "Come ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you from the foundation of the world". (Mt. 25:54)
As the contrast is with the eternal fire, the Kingdom would ap-
pear to be "other-worldly".
(As it stands, Matthew 25:51-46 is a description and
not a parable. The Jewish character of the whole is unde-
niable. Wellhausen and others contend that we have a pro-
duct of the early Christian community elaborating Luke IS:
26-7. "In my name" counts for as little as in the parable
of the Good Samaritan (Lk. 10:29-57). J. Weiss thinks that
a

7Ktx\rrv in l£K« 14: £5
Lit. 19: £.8... ~lao
(^^ The fluctuating position of this Terse in the
manuscripts has given rise to the frequent conjec-
~ture"that it is an - interpolation. Its omission
would leave Just 7 f holy number) beatitudes, in the
third person: It is also - not in* the' Lucan version.
There is. no sufficient reason .to doubt however that.
; JeSus : 'mi^ht 'not have re-affirmed this -Old Testament
promise v vAt any, rate .its interpretat ion . is eprrect
,
as-'-to* th'e
uplace -of 'tne kingdom'. ^ yV sticuld'probably
"be . translated., "land" instead of earth.,.
:>.: 2X3 id -
w v ( »y* Jrf «*
Ha --.- + -. - ^ .
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a parable underlies the description, of a Zing who pun-
ishes and rewards aooording as people have treated his
subjeots. Ee denies however that the Christians are ex-
cluded from the Judgment here, Zahn (also II. Lake) con-
tends on the other hand that verse 40, " inasmuch<ts ye
have done it unto one of the least of theBe my brethren...."
refers to the Christians who are not judged. The whole
scene is not necessarily to be rejected because the Son of
Man appears as judge. (See Mt. 16:27 vs. 10:52) If there
are difficulties in attributing the whole of the passage
to Jesus himself, yet the thought of judgment recurs fre-
quently in the Gospels.
Similarly in the parable of Lazarus and Dives there appears to
be no place for an earthly Kingdom. Between Lazarus in Abraham 1 s
bosom and the rich man in Hades there is a great gulf fixed (Li:. 16: 26)
Both destinations appear final. The reward promised the persecuted
k
disciples is in heaven(Mt. 5:12); men should lay-up treasures
"in heaven", not on earth (Mt. 6:20). In the resurrection from
the dead men neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are as
angels in heaven. (Mi. 12:35) Hence the conditions of the pro-
mised aeon are at least as those in heaven.
In contrast to these hints, stand some clear indications
that the earth, possibly under new conditions (1), but still the
earth, will be the seat of the Kingdom. The explanatory clause
to the petition in the Lord*s Prayer, "Thy Kingdom come", says
definitely, "Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven." (Mt.6:10)
The coming of the Kingdom is synonymous with the perfect realiza-
tion of God T s will on earth. The promises in the beatitudes are
.
all paraphrases of the first and last, "For theirs is the Kingdom
of Heaven." (Mt. 5& - Lk. 6:20, Mt. 5:10). One of these reads,
"Blessed are the meek for they shall Inherit the earth." (Mt. 5:6)
(2) The parables of growth all indicate that the earth, the seat
of Jesus' s activity will be the place of the new Kingdom when it
comes with power. The reception of the idea of catastrophe does
not alter the place of the Kingdom. The Son of Man will come on

earth. (Mt« 24:27- Lk. 17:24; lit. 24:37- Lk. 17:26; Uk. 14:62 and
parallels, etc.) It is Paul first who speaks of the elect
as "caught up in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air."
(I. TheB. 4:17) The Kingdom is rather symbolized by the very
earthly figure of a banquet at which they drink of the fruit of
the vine in company with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. fMk. 14:25;
Lk. 8:11; 14:15, etc. )
He who would seek to harmonize all these expressions
attempts the impossible task of compressing poetry within logical
formulas. Of two things we can be certain however, the place is
to be the earth, not heaven, but the conditions of life will be
radically changed. If the driving out of demons and healing of
the sick and raising the dead are signs of its coming, the King-
dom must be without sickness or death. Hence, the present rela-
tions of family and sex will not abide. (LIk. 12:35) The hungry
will be fed, the sorrowful will be comforted. When justice rules,
the humanitarian service of the present will no longer be needed.
The mark of the Kingdom is righteousness (Mt. 6:33), its coming
will mean its perfeot realization. But morality in no way ex-
hausts the idea of the Kingdom. It is GrOd f s Kingdom and then
shall the ideal that was hitherto unreachable even for looses be
attained; "The pure in heart shall see God." (Mt. 5:8)
With this orientation into the main features of Jesus r s
prophecy of the Kingdom we are in a position to enter upon a clos-
er^examination of his individual moral teachings. We must see
first in what particulars the essentially (but by no means ex-
clusively) apocalyptic conception of the Kingdom moulded his
ethical teaching. We must then give full justice to the sections
which bear no mark of influe4oe by the immediacy of these hopes
before we will be in a position to evaluate the effect of apooalyp-
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Chapter JV.
EVIDENCE OF INFLUENCE FROM APOCALYPTIC
ESCHATOLOGY ON TEE ETHICS OE JESUS.

42
"Repent, for the Kingdom of God is at hand." Those
ringing words were "borne on the wave of a motivation not short
of the eternal. The expected Kingdom would not come as a heri-
tage simply to those belonging to Israel. Jesus did not stand
behind the Old Testament prophets in asserting the ethical de-
mand for repentance, but sharpened tMs through his keen oriti-
cism of the piety of his contemporaries, and his far-reaching
interpretation of the consequences of the will of God. Ee lik-
ened his work unto that of Jonah calling the Ninevites to re-
pentance (Lit, 12:39-Lk. 11:29). They repented in sackcloth and
ashes, but behold "more fhan Jonah is here". Ho other sign would
be given. (Lk. 16:30) The motivation to repentance lay not in
outward wonders, but in the reign of God that was about to be
ushered in, wherein only the repentant oould find place. The
reverse aspect of this promise was the judgment that accompanied
the coming of the Kingdom. The nearness of God T s rule was not
alone a cause for rejoicing but a reason for fear. (Mt. 10:28-
Lk. 12:5) Lien must strive to enter in by the narrow gate, for
there was a broad way that led unto destruction. (Mt. 7:13-4-
Lk. 13:23-4) True, the fear of God that casts out all other
fear should give (confi dene e\t o the repentant heart^in the Heaven-
ly Father who cares even for the sparrows. But the Galilean
cities who turned a deaf ear to God r s messenger should fare
worse in the day of judgment than the wicked Gentile cities,
for in their streets had occurred no such wonderful demonstra-
tions of divine power. (Mt. 11:20 ff.- Lk. 10:13-15) Like a
two-edged sword came the impelling message of the coming King-
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dom. The Galileans who had fallen under Pilate, and the 18
inhabitants of Jerusalem upon whom the Tower of Siloam had
fallen were not greater sinners than others. Like a fig tree
which had borne no' fruit were the smug Pharisees beholding these
disasters in a false sense of security. ?. (Lie. 15:1-9) They
were vainly imagining that they had no need for repentance. God
accepts rather the man, who prays with sincerity "Sod be merci-
ful unto me a sinner". (Lk. 16:30) As for the religious stage-
actors who could not read the signs of the on-coming Kingdom
and the Judgment, "Except ye repent, ye shall all in like manner
perish." (Lk. 13:2)
( C. Wi Emmett in advancing his thesis that Jesus
was the"Lord of Thought", in his book with Mi6s Dougall
bearing that title has emphasized the inconsistency be-
tween the Fatherhood of God and the Judgment as implied
above. He attempts to show that the latter must be an
"accretion". To what limits he is driven we see on page
262 where he interprets Lit. 4:17 as meaning, "Repent and
the Kingdom will ooae." Such well-intentioned moderni-
zation only illustrates the difficulty in combining his-
torical interpretation with practical application. The
universalism popular in many modern Christian circles
is read back into Jesus* 8 conception of the Fatherhood
of God. We need to ponder on the old words of Lactan-
tius however, "A God who cannot be angry, also cannot
love.")
Most moralists, accepting the insight vigorously cham-
pioned by Kant, that any thought of reward or punishment is de-
basing to the good will, which is the necessary and sole criter-
ion of the good, will criticize this motivation of Jesus as
eudaemonistic. We must at the outset reject the idea of forci-
bly harmonizing the ethical teaching of Jesus with any system,
that of Kant or any other. The moral authority of Jesus is di-
minished, not increased, by suoh violence. If modern thinkers
have corrected the moral insight of Jesus,. the fact must be
honestly recognized. It lies outside the scope of this thesis

(1) k recent example is Llax 3cheler, "Ler Fcrmalismus
in der Lthik un4die nateritile .;ertethik"
. 1921. ~lore
cur question is the treatise,
itfcik" _!rnst Troeltsch in the
sec:nd volume tff his collected writings, 1915.
directly bearing on
"Grundprobleine der I
(2) Particularly is this to be received in Lit. 6:4,6,18,
and other passages peculiar to the Judaistic evangelist.
It must be granted however that this criticise: is too
subjective to be pressed.
<
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to discuss at length the various types of ethical theory. .Ve
can oily point out in passing that the place of the objective
moral ideal is being more and more recognized and emphasized in
our day. (1)
Y/e must not overlook the place that rewards held in popu-
lar Jewish morality during the whole period of Judaism. It is
not unlikely therefore that this has colored the tradition at
some points. (X) #e cannot forget that Jesus was a preacher to
the masses rather than a philosophic moralist. Preachers have
at all times used the language of rewards and punishments to
bring home their conviction of the moral order of the universe,
although it was far from their intention to ground the authority
of the good in these outward circumstances. But v/e can never
fully understand the place of rewards in the message of Jesus
until we realize its connection with the approaching Kingdom
of God. There was one reward* participation in this Kingdom,
flit. 16:27). What language should one use for the unrepentant
than that of punishments? "Great is your reward in heaven"
(lit. 5:12) does not refer to a future recompense that is to
take place in heaven. Rather, the Kingdom which is about to
come on earth exists already in heaven. The rewards are not
"jenseits" $s in the later Christian theology; the Kingdom is
the reward.
(Luke 6:32-5 seems to be contradictory. A reward
is excluded for doing good to those who love us. On the
other hand, a great reward awaits those whose good will
extenis even to their enemies. This is to be resolved
by noting the distinction between pay for individual
acts, and the participation in God's Kingdom* which is
the great reward "for those whose good will is genuine
enough to lead to love of enemies. Matthew 6:4,6, 18
'correlate the innerness or rewards with the necessity for
inward motivation in all outward forms of j>iety. The re-
wards however must be interpreted in connection with the
other words in the tradition.)

(1) This is not contradicted by the exhortation to see^
the ITing&om t*nd his right ecuenesi; rather thaii to be unxious
conerniag the caress ci this crld. (j*It. 6:00) we cannot
>Lr(s the vie*, of J. i»eiss that righteousness here means
siir.pl;- ce uJ.ital in the judgment. Tho thought is rather
parallel to 5:6, that hungering and thirsting after right-
eousness is a qualification of the citizens of the coming
Kingdom.
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The rewards which Jesus promised cannot "be made the
object of striving. (1) The judgment scene in Llatthew £5 has
"been aptly termed not the judgment, but a judgment. Its Jew-
ish coloring is undeniable, but the distinctive feature is
that the rewards come totally unexpected. The people who re-
vealed the works of love that are given as the ground for their
reward had no realization that they had earned anything^r had they
been working for a recompense. We cannot strive for rev/ards,
furthermore, because we have no claim on God, In the last an-
alysis all is grace. As the slave can expect no thank even
for carrying out all his Lord T s commands, "Even so ye also, when
ye shall have done all the things that are commanded you, say,
"We are unprofitable servants; we have done that which it was
our duty to do." (Lk. 17:10) God gives, he does not pay as an
ordinary task master according to the measure of our endeavor,
(Mt. 20:1-16) That cuts the nerve from the immorality of re-
wards. Grace and rev/ards were never more nobly united than
in the comforting words, "Pear not, little flock, for it is
your Father 1 s good pleasure to give you the Kingdom." (Lk. 12:32)
(The connection of this verse, which we hold against
Bultman and others to be genaine although only found in
Luke, is very instructive. The evangelist places it dir-
ectly after the word on "seeking the Kingdom." This
brings out clearly the complementary aspects of the eth-
ical preparedness through repentance and the fact that
- no righteousness can earn the Kingdom. Luke then follows
with warnings against laying up treasure on earth. In
contrast to Matthew, he has formed the logion so that
the treasure in heaven is merit from alms-giving, which
he everywhere values highly. Matthew leaves it undefined
beyond its indestructible character. Bultman has laid
it against the genuineness of this logion that the es-
ohatological element is lacking. The mHn, however, who
is rich unto God (Lk. 12:21) is the one. for whom the
coming Kingdom is fixed. Is not this the treasure in
heaven also? Interpreted thus, it cannot be conceived
literally as "stored up" by men.)

(1) Sri/im. "iie Hthik Jesu". pg. 169 ff.
fLUiO I lift .10" 35 «r, , ••••
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The distinction between recompense and rejection
has much to recommend it. fl) The former never escapee com-
pletely from an element of revenge. Rejection simply asserts
the ethical qualifications for participation in the coming Zing
dom, the maintenance of human freedom, the denial of universal-
ism, and also a certain religious predestination which must be
distinguished from any theological theory. Good trees "bring
forth good fruit and evil trees evil fruit, flat, 7:18 ff. Lk.
6:43 ff
.
) So in life all depends on the inner nature and char-
acter of the man. (Lit. 12:34-5) At this point Jesus steps;
the way of speculation he does not- follow. The evil fruit is
cast into ,the fire; the Kingdom will "be a time of rejection.
(Lit.- 7:21 ff. !
,
Lk. 13-26 ff. and especially the parables of
judgment as Mk. 12:1-12, Lit. 25:1-10, Lk. 14:15, etc.$
We have seen that the call to repentance is shar-
pened and intensified by the conviction that the reigh of
God was at hand. We must follow this through in the individual
exhortations. One of the sins especially singled out by Jesus
for condemnation was insincerity. The great arraignment of
the hypocrites of his time is to be found in woes against the
Pharisees in Mfctthew 23:1-36 and Luke 11:42-52. The woe is
the prophetic form of the eschatological threat. The arrange-
ment into seven is certainly due to the evangelist but the
form of exhortation is genuine. The woes end with tke assur-
ance, "Verily I say unto you, all these things shall come upon
this generation." (Mt. 23:36)
The warning against the danger of riches also oc-
cupied a prominent place in his summons to repentance. Many
of the words on wealth have no eschatological bearing, for the

(1) This parable has certainly suffered wide redac-
tion. Verses £7-31 are quite distinct. The center
of interest are the five brothers (Pharisees) who
have not believed Hoses and the prophets, nor will
they believe if nne rises from the dead, an event
which is already in the. pt-st for Xuke, f .s source.. There
is nothing about riches in tii^s supplement.
t —-i . -- * -~- -..I-: . «j .' t ;.j— - I^j .... B
•
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danger of riches lay not merely in the immediacy of the King-
dom but that the service of Llairmon at all times and under all
conditions made it impossible to be a slave unto God. (Mt. 6:24,
Iik. 16:12) If our treasure is found in temporal and corruptible
things our life will pass with them. V/e must set our heart
on a treasure that 4s incorruptible. (Mt. 6:19-Lk. 12:55) Hot
only ere riches treacherous because they pass away, but in the
hour of his greatest apparent security man may be torn from
them. (Lk. 15:15-21) In the parable of the rich man and Lazarus
we have a vivid picture of the economic contrasts of this world
being reversed in the age to come. The customary Jewish dogma
that riches were a sign of God's favor is reversed; rather those
who have enjoyed the goods of life have less ground for expec-
tation beyond. (1) The eschatology of this parable must be
probably assigned to the evangelist for nowhere else in the Gos-
pels are the pour carried away to heaven. Jesus T s own eschat-
ological outlook is better preserved in the similar lukan woe
(6:24), the formulation of which however must be assigned to
the author of the third Gospel whose sociological ideas are not
quite the same as his Master. The great turning will be a time
of tribulation for the rich. That was the conviction of Jesus
at least* even if the ground be notr simply because "ye have
received ^your consolation." Modern apologetes have pointed out
not without reason that Jesus continuously had friendly inter-
course with publicans, prosperous fishermen, and people whose
situation enabled them to entertain hospitably if not lavishly.
Allowance must of course be made for the hyperbole and exaggera-
tion used to awaken iethargic souls reposing their confidence

(1) The connection with the preceding- incident %s : -
not necessarily organic, Jesus corrects Peter 1 s lim-
ited willingness to forgive" (7 'times) with a readiness n
that sets no "boundary (70 times 7) . The parable how-
ever says nothing of the number of times one should
forgive. Hather, God T s unbounded grace is contrasted
with the unforgiving attitude of man toward his fellow.
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in the "exception". The fact remains that in the mind of Jesus,
"It is easie~r for a camel to go through the needle's eye, than
for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of God. (Mk, 10: 25 and
parallels) Here we have the clear orientation with the thought
of the Kingdom which we have seen to be essentially the setting
up of God's rule in the immediate future. The conversation which
precedes (in the Gospel, though such words were hardly confined
to one incident. Some particular occasion is to be postulated
however) concerns the freeing from entangelements with the v/orld
which were necessary for those following in the immediate circle
of Jesus and sharing in his mission. But with verse 23 Jesus
has gone over to general considerations. The danger of riches
lay primairtly in relation to the coming Kingdom. This brings
into clearer relief the less definite eschatological hints noted
above. V7ealth was no qualification for citizenship. On the oth-
er hand, it took our affection from God and chained our hearts
to the order that is soon to pass*
The third sin singled out for special condemnation by
Jesus was the unforgiving spirit. This is always related to
God's forgiveness in the Judgment, and as we have frequently
noted, the Judgment is bound up with the coming of the Kingdom.
Be reconciled with your brother at once for at the Judgment it
will be too late. I Lis., 12:57-9, Mt. 5:25-6) There is but one
petition in the Lord's Prayer with an apparent condition at-
tached. We have no right to pray to God for forgiveness as
long as we do not forgive our fellow men. (Mt. 6:12,14; Lie. 11:4,25)
This thought is illustrated in one of the finest parables of
grace. (Lit. 18:25-5) (1) The temporal sequence must be entire-
ly overlooked in the interpretation of the parable. Jesus
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does not mean to indicate that God's forgiveness, once fully
given, is then retracted. That is an unwarranted allegoriza-
tion of the parable. The man who has not forgiven his fellov;
men has not truly made that repentance which is the condition
on man' s side of citizenship in the Kingdom and cannot there-
fore receive God T s full forgiveness.
We have thus seen under the chief sins that Jesus at-
tacked how the expectation of the coming Kingdom sharpened the
motivation to repentance. For individual passages cited, the
apocalyptic conditioning may be of course contested. It wuuld
be absurd to contend that except for his belief in the coming
Kingdom, Jesus would not have attacked hypocrisy, the trust in
riches, the unforgiving spirit, etc. The demand for repentance
was not alone grounded in eschatology, but therein lay tlae tre-
mendous urgency, the added foroe* the sharpness of the warning
and the buoyancy of the hope. Popular preaching has never
failed to support its ethical insight by some form of eschat-
ology* if aot an appeal to re?/ards and punishments beyond, then
a reference to the values of moral conduct in this life, or
on the most glorified plane, the inner satisfaction of duty
accomplished and good attained. The belief in a coming social
order erected by God in which his will shall be perfectly done
on earth is but a particular form of eschatological motivation.
We tread upon other ground however when we consider
another group of sayings from the tradition. They have been
usually treated with the general words on family, wealth, etc.
in the practical endeavor to present Jesus's attitude on these
life questions. This disposition utterly overlooks the his-
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torioal origin of the words in the endeavor to win a systematic
view that can hcneBtly claim for itself the authority of Jesus.
These sayings have been the refuge of those assigning the enmi-
ty of Jesus toward much that is popular in modern civilization
to the dreams ifff an apocalyptic fanatic. They have been the de-
spair of those seeking to assure us that the ethics of the Gos-
pel are not after all so different from the accepted standards
of our day.
,
The confusion lies in the ambiguity of the word "fol-
low". For us and even for the Christian who first preserved the
oral tradition of the words of Jesus, "to follow" him was fraught
with the figurative meaning of believing on him as Messiah and
Lord, and accepting his spiritual leadership in life. To the
first leaters in Galilee however it had another and more particu-
lar meaning. For the work of proclaiming the Kingdom Jesus need-
ed helpers. V/ithin the multitude who heard him gladly were
smaller circles who were under the more immediate working of
his personality, whom he called "to be with him", who could be
brought to understand, as was impossible with the masses, "the
secrets of the Kingdom", the real nature of his own idea of
what God r s rule among men must mean. This oircle was probably
formed quite gradually. The earlier tours among the synagogues
of Galilee may not have been accompanied by "the disciples".
(Mk. 1:39) But at some time in his ministry Jesus chose 12 of
these who had been closer to him, to follow in the most literal
sense of the word.
(That Judas was always spoken of as "one of the twelve"
excludes in our judgment the hypothesis that the "Apostolic
College" is a creation of the early community rather than
of Jesus. There is no reason why the symbolism of the number
should not have appealed to him as well aB his followers.
The later unimportance of most of the Twelve speaks for

(l) *t does not appeal to us as a sound literary criterion
for source criticism in Liark to distinguish a "disciple"
source from one which knows the institution of the "twelve."
(See E. Meyer, U. und A, des Chris. I pg. 155 ff . ) The evange-
list is not concerned with maintaining absolute consistency of
terminology. In the same story he changes from one to the
other. (Mi:. 14:12,17) The twelve were all disciples though
all the disciples were not of the "twelve." Hence the confu-
sion. The possibility cannot beexcluded of course that some
of the literary material Lark had before him (if we are induced
to posit such) made no mention of a fixed number.
(2) The impression of aimless wandering hither and thither
which one gains from the Gospels is of course enhanced by the
fragmentary nature of the tradition. Detached incidents are
related to each other by "journeys". But that ]Jesus T life
was no settled one is clear from such a words as Luke 9:58
and Matthew 8:20.
(3) Matthew 19:21 however in contrast to the more original
Markan account supports the later Catholic doctrine of
"counsels of perfection" over and above our moral duty.
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their historicity.)
Within the twelve was a group who enjoyed a special intimacy
with their master, (ilk. 5:37, 9:2, 13:3, 14:33) and beyond was
a wider group terms simply "disciples" among whom were included
some women. (Lk. 8:2) (1) As Jesus retired from Galilee to the
north it was a physical impossibility frr many to follow him in
his wanderings, hut this summons did come to some. (£)
For his immediate followers there must be a severing of
family ties in many cases. It was certainly true in his own.
When his religious enthusiasm was interpreted as madness in his
own home circle (LIk. 3:21), Jesus proclaims the doers of the
Will tff God as his true rel-ati-vee (-ilk, 3:35)- Some will -remain
celibate -for the sake- of -the Kingdom, -among whom he certainly
had himself 'in -mind. • - There was an immediate religious urgency
demanding workers who were freed from the ordinary relationships
of life. That does not mean a low evaluation of family life or
marriage. Other utterances make that clear. Jesus is demand-
igg no "higher morality" of these immediate followers. (3)
It is with full realization that genuine goods of life must be
subordinated that Jesus issues the harsh and hyperbolic summons,
"If any man cometh unto me and hateth not his own father and
mother and wife and chi3d\ren, and brethren, and sisters, yea,
and his wwn life also, he cannot be my disciple." (Lk. 14:26)
Discipleship here and in similar cases is used in the narrov/er
sense of Joining the immediate followers of Jesus. Peter,
speaking for all the disciples says, "V/e have left all and fol-
lowed thee." (Ilk. 10:28) The reply of Jesi^s coneerns the sev-
ering of familjr ties much more than wealth. \le know that Peter
2
was married fS^ Cor. 9:5) but it is an imprcbable^sumpt ion
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

(1) Mark preserves ,£he most original account of the instruc
tions. The permission of a staff and sandals shows the ob-
ject of Jesus was not to encourage asceticism, hut to insure
the greatest efficiency on a pedestrian tour "by lightening
the equipment to the sacrifice of comfort if need he.

that his wife was among the "women" mentions-, by Luke, £j,e«*-
cial sacrifice:; i.ere c"cncnde2 of c :•:::€ in the interest of the im-
mediate work, and. under the pressure of the expectancy cf the
hour
.
The same was true of financial sacrifices and the nec-
essity for freed orr. from v/ordly concerns. It in probably i.„\cs-
sible to distinguish in detail the instructions given the ?
for their 3a li lean mission during the life- time of Jesus from
the instruction of the earliest Palestinian missionaries. The
transmitters of the tradition, those earliest preachers, would
not likely themselves clearly distinguish between the travel
prescriptions of the historical Jesus, and the guidance of the
risen Lord. One thing is clear however from Llark 6:7-12, Mat-
thew 9:55, 10:16, Luke 9:1-6 and 10:1-15, that the utmost sim-
plicity of life was to be maintained. (1 ) There must be no ties
that would draw one to look back. It is against the backgio -and
of these missionary instructions that we must understand the
incident of the zealous seeker after eternal life 5 (iik. 10:17 ff .
)
a not inaccurate equivalent of the Hi ng do m. It is evident from
the reply of the seeker that he desires to do something more
than fulfill the moral requirements of repentance. Eis judg-
ment concerning his life may have been very superficial (Ilk. 10: 20)
but at least he possessed moral enthusiasm. One further demand
Jesus can make tiff him, to join his Immediate circle of follow-
ers in their work, - "to follow me"; but in preparation he must
sell his earthly possessions. That was too hard a demand, and
the seeker went away sadly - back to his possessions. This in-
cident illustrates clearly the fact that Jesus did not reqiire
the selling of property from all, but did make special
demands

of his immediate followers, Just us for himself, "for the sake
of the Zingdom," and, as his own life was so indissolubly con-
nected with it, "for my sake."
A further special demand laid upon the immediate disciples
was the necessity of enduring persecution. It was part of the
fixed Llessianic dogma, especially crystalized from the time of
the oppression under Antiochus Epiphanes and the hardships of
the Laccabean wars, that the birth hours of the llessianic era
should be accompanied by a persecution of the saints. But it
was not a matter of theoretical dogma with Jesus. The disputes
i ——
with the Pharisees over the conduct of Jesus and his disciples
and over the interpretation of the law : always ended -by only
increasing the hostility of the party leaders (LIk. 3:6, 11:18,
12:12,). V/e have no reason to doubt that Jesus avoided Galilee
in the latter part of his ministry because of the opposition
from the side of Eerod. (Lk. 13:35) It is not so clear when
and how the priestly party in Jerusalem first came into direct
hostility to Jesus. The Passion narrative however makes it
clear that the evangelists consider them chiefly responsible
for his death. We cannot follow Schweitzer in the interpreta-
tion that Jesus directly courted death in pursuance of his Mes-
sianic dogma. The necessity was primarily historical, not dog-
matic. The persecution was personal, but for the sake of the
Zingdom. Eence all those who "followed" Jesus must be ready to
share in it. It is not accidental that Llark connects the first
words concerning suffering for the disciples with the first ex-
pressed realization of the Twelve that Jesus is to be the anointed
in the coming Zingdom. (Mk. 8:34, 9:1) They must deny them-
selves, be willing to loee th 6 ir lives if necessary, fear-

f/
(1) ItVf 0V<r\<* should be rendered "coming", and
not return or second casing. Jesus w&s the Llessi&h,
but he would first exercise his Messianic functions
at the parousia.
ft 5-j*- s
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lessly confess him and his cause, else they would have no part
in the Kingdom "when the Sen of man corneth in the glory of his
Father with the holy angels." (Mk. 8:38)
(In the life time of Jesus the disciples experienced
no serious persecution or suffering. But the early Pal-
estinian communities v/ere subject to severe attacks.
Ucts 4:5, £0; 5:17, 8:1, 9:1, 31; 12:1.) It is not strange
therefore that most of the words attributed to Jesus bear
the mark of the experiences of the early Church. Especial-
ly is this the case with Matthew 10:17-25, Mark 12:9:13,
i.uke 21:12-17, 12:11,12. The same suspicion may well be
attached to the word iited above and Matthew 10:32. But
even if there be none which do not bear the imprint of
the early Church in their formulation, we have no reason
to deny a kernel to Jesus,- the fact that he expected his
closest disoiples to bear persecution for the sake of the
Kingdom, growing out of the extraordinary nature of the
t ime . )
There were those present who would behold it in their genera-
tion. (Ilk. 9:1) The last of the beatitudes pronounces a bless-
ing on those who were persecuted "for righteousness 1 sake",
who v/ere hated and despised, and oast out for the sake of the
Son of Man. That is a mark that they belong to the coming
Kingdom. (Mt. 5:10-2, Ik. 6:22-3) These words would lose
their point if spoken to the mass of believing hearers. It
was true for Jesus 1 s immediate circle in their Messianic ex-
pectation, and it soon became true for the Palestinian communi-
ties after the death of Jesus, when they pessessed a distinct
separateness which was not true at the time of his own Galilean
ministry.
Closely allied are the exhortations to faithfulness
which occupy such an important* place in the last part of the
work of Jesus. Port the- most-^part- tfte^'64f>«88 the necessity of
preparedness for the coming of the Messiah. As suddenly as in
the days of Noah or of Lot shall the Son of Man come in Judgment.
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Blessed i3 that servant who is faithful and found ready. This
is the theme of a group of parables that are rendered difficult
of interpretation by allegorizing and adaptation at the hand of
the community.
(It appears to us an impossibility to reconstruct with ab-
solute certainty the literary relation of these one to an-
other, or the relation within the tradition, or to decide
the question of priority. Julicher is probably correct
that Mark 13:35-7 is a secondary compilation of the evange-
list in which he reveals knov/ledge of the parable of the
virgins in the exhortation to watch and not be found sleep-
ing, of the parable of the talents in giving authority to
servants, and of the lord returning late from a feast
(Lk. 12:55-8). The exhortation to watch applies to all
(Ilk. 13:37). This is the meaning also of the allegory
in Luke '12: 42-6)
. F1SSS. Only in the application is the
faithful servant so gloriously rewarded. The "all" here
however is better understood of the whole early Church
in contrast to merely its leaders, rather than any division
between the disciples and a wider circle. Luke 21:54-6
is probably a late summary.
)
The time of waiting is to be spent in the faithful and diligent
service of their Lord. (Lk. 19:11-27, Lit. 25:14-30).
(Luke has combined the parable with another of a King go-
ing to receive a kingdom. (See Jos. Ant. ill, 162) or else
has changed the original. If the possibility that both
forms are original is not absolutely to be excluded, all
artificial explanations which would give them a different
meaning are certainly to be rejected. (See Bruoe, "Para-
bolic Teaching of Jesus" for example). Faithful work is
commended, but the crux lies in the return of the Lord.)
We are inclined to attribute the "motif "of the long delay of the
return to the community which speaks from its own experience.
(lit, 25:5, Mk. 15:35, Lk. 12:45) Furthermore, the exhortations
to "watch", and "let your loins be girded about, and your
lamps burning" already have metaphorical significance. But the
most radical criticism can hardly gainsay that the immediate
coming of the Kingdom furnishes the background for the gospel
exhortations to faithfulness. Like a thief in the night will
he come (Lk. 12:39); hence^be faithful and ready. If we did

not realise the historical conditioning of these words, we might
suppose that Jesus grounded faithfulness to duty in general
in promised rewards, a not very lofty teaohing to say the least.
Once grasp that the certainty of the coming Kingdom is primary,
and we will Judge very differently.
So far we have considered rather the darker aspect of
the apocalyptic message. vVe have sought to show that the procla-
mation of the Kingdom "brought not merely "Good News", but announce-
ment of Judgment, call to sacrifice, endurance, and hardship.
Nevertheless, it was "good news," a true gospel, that the time of
God T s salvation was at hand. The most distinctive note in Jesus
is one of joy. Eis call was to repentance; his assurance that
"there is joy in the presence of God over one sinner that repent-
eth." (Lk. 15:10) The difference between John the Baptist and
Jesus lay in that the latter felt that presence of the Kingdom
was already manifesting itself. (Lit. 11:2 ff) Hence it is not a
time for fasting and sorrow, but for feasting and joy. (Ilk. 2:19)
Eis own radiant joy gave offence unto men as much as the auster-
ities of John. (Mt. 11:19) We must not overlook that the ground
for this joy lay in his inward fellowship with God. Neither can
we confine it to this. Ee cannot refrain from reminding his dis-
ciples that their eyes are beholding wonders that prophets and
kings of old waited in vain to see. (Lk. 10:25-4, Mt. 13:16-7)
Therefore rejoice, not merely at the downfall of the demons on
earth, but in what awaits them from heaven. (Lk. 10:20)
'fcle see no sufficient ground to ascribe this word with
Bultman ( op. cit. pg. 67) to the risen Lord, ilor does
it appear arbitrary to interpret the last clause as joy
over participation in the Kingdom. Bultman is at least
right in linking this word with Luke 12:32. They stand
or fall together.
)
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The positive moral teaching of Jesus is usually expressed
in his own summary of the Law and the Prophets, love to God
and love of neighbor as self. This is certainly more nearly cor-
rect than the interpretation which stresses the positive wording
of the Gciden Rule. Even in this fcrm .it does not completely
overcome utilitarianism. And i't may well he 'insiet'ec th&t genuine
love can know no eschatclogical: conditioning. The auty of nim
who would really help lie neighbor is clear whether the time be
long or short, whether righteousness guides the hand of the uni-
verse or not. (Ik. 10:29-37) Again we are concerned not with the
absolute foundation but the historical conditioning.
We arrive here at tne point where critics of the teaching
of Jesus raise with largest justification the claim of impracti-
cability and where apologists practice the most nimble-side-step-
ping to avoid the clear implication of the text. They present as
Loisy well says, " a perpetual challenge to all human experience,"'
and he who measures all possibilities by the past can surely make
little of them. Boundless love is awakened not abstractly, but in
relation to particular conditions that seem to warrant and demand
it. The limits of love we believe were influenced by the apocalyp-
tic expectation, which again, we cannot often enough emphasize,
is to say nothing concerning their permanent validity.
There were two main forms of Messianic hope in Judah at
the time of Christ. One was more political, the other transcen-
dental. The one hopei to establish the rule of God under Israel
by forcibly overthrowing the oppressing power, which was now Home.
The ether expected a wonderful act of God himself, for human might
could never bring the righteousness of the Kingdom of Eeaven.
The former was represented by such men as Judas and Theudas and

(1) Act b 5:36-7.
(£) This is only the more striking as the title is
occasionally found on the lips of those addressing
Jesus, ilk. 10:47-8, Mk. 11:10 an d ^parallels ; also
— t • 9:27, 1 2 : 2o j 1 o i >j ^ ( 21:15.
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the later zealots fl); to the latter belonged the "still In
Lande" and it was in their circles that the apocalyptic litera-
ture arose and was cherished. Nothing is clearer than the fact
that Jesus rejected political Llessianisra. Eis avoidance of such
titles as "Lion of David" (2), his refusal to challenge the pol-
itical authority of Caesar (Llk. 12:12-17 and par.), and the
whole religious fouus tff his' message prove that conclusively,
livery attempt to e::plain early Christianity as a revolutionary
proletarian movement
,
' is doomed in advance to failure. Jesus
opposed revolutionary uprising because the foe was not Home, hut
Beelzebul and the sinful demonB 6f this age. God's rule was not
to come thus.
But many were aroused to passions and deeds of violence
when tfee Kingdom expectation was awakened within them. Jesus was
compelled to face not merely the external superficiality of the
pious Pharisees and the fickle indifference of the masses, and
the unherolc contentedness of the rich. He had to check the mis-
guided enthusiasm of those who would storm the Kingdom by force.
.
If they were not to bring in the Kingdom by force, the clear-cut
alternative was non-resistance to evil. Jesus expresses this in
the most paradoxically extreme statements, ivhen impressed ser-
vice is_ demanded, go even farther in fulfilling the will of the
ojpjpressor; when a man goes to law to take thy coat, give him your
cloak also without contesting the suit; instead of returning phys-
ical violence, patiently turn even the other cheek. (Mt. 5:59-41
Lk. 6:29-30) Shooe aro not the word s of a—ean-
(The .scheme of six antitheses in the Sermon on the Liount may
go back to Q, even though the only two Luke retains do not
have that introduction. ..Such a discussion of the Jewish
law was not ifff primal importance for his readers. Yet A1-?
bertz ifiay be right in holding that 1, 2, and 4 belong to a
—s
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eeparate source. At least we msy be sure that the antithet-
ical form is not original for the section on non-resistance
;
for it is blieved that at the time of Christ the ius talion-
is was in practice replaced by a fine; and this illustration
(as also 3 and 6) unlike the other three abolish the I.losaic
law: quoted rather than expands it to its farthest implications,
(Albertz, op. cit. pg. 145 ff . ) The other three actually
"fulfill" the law; this antithesis would destroy the law.
Its real superscription is verse 80 and not 17, nnd is the
righteousness that must e:-:ceed that of the scribes and Phar-
isees that is required of those who would "enter into the
Zingdom of Eeaven.")
These are not the words of a man proposing changes in the lav/ of
the land. Eere speaks he who said, "Blessed are ye when men shall.,
persecute you." Such
r
harsh and difficult words would turn back
every yearner for a Messianic war of deliverance. The Kingdom
. not
r
. . j v .. • . .- • -
!
was/to come mat by force. 'Thus spake the man who. proclaimed it
for the near future in such confidence that he could challenge
men to the most far-reaching non-resistance in order to avoid an
appeal. to force. .
The deepest expression of love that Jesus can recommend
is love to enemies. Until it has reached this plane it has not
completely cast off the scales of reciprocity, of business clever-
ness, or the fraternity that is cherished even among men of ill
will. If a man replies that it is impossible tc ccnanancL love,
the iukan version shows at least that we can do good unto them*
v ;
The y^*8oe> in Matthew and X^F )S in Lute ma*e clear that the
words are spoken under the expectation of a time of reward for
those who do reveal themselves as sons of the Most High in their
impartial mercy.
(Which is the more original, Matthew 5:48 or Luke 6:36?
While the idda of ethical perfection is more Platonic and
Stoic than Jewish, it is not entirely foreign to the Old
Testament. (Dt. 18:13, II Sam. 22:26, etc. ) The meaning
is -complete self-giving to God in contrast to half-hearted
feigning rather than perfection of character. It would be
very appealing to take the words as a promise referring to
the time of the Kingdom, but we in-* . . allow
;o
?• must not be led t,

(1) Luke 22:44 ff. makes clear that I.Iark 10:41-5
should "be separated from the incident of the sons
of Lebedee preceding. Verses 35-40 concern the
chief seats in the age to come; 41-5, ideals of lord-
ship or of service.
(2) In the parable of the two unlike sons and of
the guests who refuse the feast, Jesus is thinking
of relations within Israal. If Matthew 21:51b be
an addition of the evangelist (Julicher) the para-
ble has no connection here, but is simply an illus-
tration of lit. 7:21. The"bad and goodwill Lit. 22:10
are the publicans and sinners. Luke's version con-
taining the double sending has a reference to the
heathen mission which is not original. In the
allegory of the vinyard (and it i-s an arbitrary as-
sumption that Jesus never utilized allegory) the
vinyard is given to "others" without closer desig-
nation as to whether the heathen are meant or not.
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wishes to guide us in exegesis. If we could be sure that
Luke's arrangement were original with the transition to
condemnation of Judgment, that would be decisive in his
favor. We can but leave the question non liquet.)
This love will express itself in refusing to act as judge over
our fellow men.
(Klosterman has given it a happy phrasing in the German,
"Mcht richten aber nicht urteillOB". Genuine love to our
friends will lead us to critical Judgment, in their own
interest. This word of Jesus must likewise be interpreted
in the light of his own example, and the Pharisees may have
thought that Jesus was not always consistent in this regard.)
How can we expect mercy in God's final judgment which is so near
are
at hand, if we »who ourselves /sinful .practice condemnation? (Mt. 7:1,
Lk. 6:37) Only a boundless love accords with the promise of the
Kingdom.
Another aspect of this love is the ideal of service. Ser-
vice has not greater claim as an ideal because the present order
is soon to pass away. (1) The eschatologioal influence reveals
Itself rather in the reference to the Gentile rulers. The King-
dom hope had been in Judaism since the exile a religiously inter-
preted longing for world lordship. Judgment should be executed
on the nations and God's rule would mean the supremaoy of his cho-
sen people. (Enoch 90:30, II Baruch 39:7 etc.) Eardly in the
most exalted of :pre-Christian prophecies do we find eudaemonis-
tio elements excluded. Jesus however revives the threats of Amos
and Isaiah. His own work was to "the lost sheep of the house of
Israel" (Lit. 10:6, Mk. 7:27) but the Kingdom was not a Jewish
prerogative. The most outspoken words of judgment are uttered
upon the leaders of his own people because they rofused to repent
at the call of John, and now rejected him. (Lit. 21:28 ff. LIk.l2:l ff.
Mt. 22:lff.) (2) "And I say unto you, that many shall come from

(1) We. have treated such passages _as Luke. 14:26
with the special demands to the disciples rather
than -as reflecting Jesus5-S.attitude.toward.the_.fam--
ily in general. The judgments of such men as Loisy
are affected by tlae failure to make this distinction.
. 9V5
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the east and the west and shall sit down with Abraham, and -^saac,
and Jacob in the Kingdom of Heaven; but the sons of the Kingdom
shall be cast forth into the outer darkness." (Kt. 8:11-12, Lk.
13:28-30) The Kingdom was not to mean the lordship of Israel.
Such thoughts were not to concern them; for true greatness lay in
service. He who was destined to be the lord of all in the coming
Kingdom was the servant of all; he would thus give his life un-
stintingly. (Lik. 10:45)
("To give one 1 b life" does not at once suggest death however.
This verse containing the word^ Jt^oV , which nowhere else
is found in the New Testament, and which is a marked variant
of the parallel in Luke, suggests suspicions against its
genuineness which would lead us too far afield to discuss at
length. Even if it is genuine however, it does not suffice
to bear the weight of the atonement theolgoy frequently read
back into it from the Pauline epistles.)
The Son of Llan pictured in Daniel was to bring the world into
subjection. He was in the midst of them as one who served*
(Lk. 22:27) And yet the old symbols are not entirely rejected.
The gentile. Luke, records the word promising unto the Twelve
thrones from- -which thpyj should judge over; the twelve tribes of
(Lk.' EfiMl-IW ]fa*$$>'i : • -V;-
Israeli. -We mvtst^ for^go^a/ry- attempt to reduce these-words to a
consistent system. --Truth sounds forth, in.: c ontrasting harmonies.
The words from;. Jesus on marriage, divorce >vand relations
of the family and sexes do not belong in this chapter for we
cannot accept the judgment that they are in principle controlled
by the apooalyptic outlook.. Only, in the sense that the ideal of
an indissoluble marriage in accordance with the original ordinanc-
es of God is so far above the reach of a sensuous and selfish
humanity could nne behold the influence of the expectation of a
speedy end. (1) This leads us to a new problem arising from the
question of the Saducees concerning the marital difficulties in-

(!•)• The- difficulty of Mark 10:30 is seen when we notice
that persecutions are promised "one -hundred fold" in
this time. That can apply neither to the "days If - the
Messiah" nor the "age to come." The recompense must
"be related to this age, and the "brothers and sisters
fall must be taken figuratively for 109 mothers can
never be given) are the -brothers in faith.
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volved if the resurrection hope be true. (lrX. 12:16 and par.)
If the family life of the present were /to continue in the resurrec-
tion, complications were obvious. Only the first half of Jesus'
s
reply concerns our problem, that these relations no longer remain
in the coming age as G-od in his power can create entirely new con-
ditions of life.
Eow, though, shall we relate the two time periods, "in
the resurrection", and "the Kingdom of Sod" in its final eschato-
logioal sense? We have protested again and again against unwar-
ranted systematization, as if in the mind of Jesus all v/as in or-
derly fashion, a, b, c, etc. But it is clear that if thought
through (unless we accept the improbable assumption on the basis
of Hark 10:20 that Jesus distinguished between the days of the
Messiah and the age to come) these two periods must coincide.
Then in fact, all that Jesus has to say about the family is_ an
"interim-ethic", if that institution be confined to this age. It
is not without ambiguity to say with J« Weiss that righteousness
is a demand for preparation for the Kingdom, not the Kingdom it-
self. He means of course not that the mark of the Kingdom will
be unrighteousness, but a condition that cannot be described un-
der the categories of the present order. It shall rather exceed
any righteousness of this order, when our present limitations shall
pass away, and we shall be as "angels in heaven."
The same applies to questions of property, and violence.
When God's will is done on earth as it is in heaven, there will
no longer be persecutions to bear in patience; fl) the conditions
of wealth may be as fundamentally changed as those of the family.
Of .all, this however Jesus does not speak at length. Uot from him
come extravagant fantasies of the fruitfulness of the vine and
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the womb. The ITingdom is a "tJaat", not a "what", ]£uoh more im-
portant than speculation or revelation of the coming ^rder was
what men must do to become partakers. The "interim-ethic" of
Jesus does not consist simply in a series of special demands
growing out of the earnestness of the time. It is not mere than
a norm of righteousness. Rather, it is closer t-pprcxirr.ation
to the standards of the eternal ICingdom of God. That can mean not
a reversal of this "interim-ethic", hut a completion. Love is e-
ternal though its demands are temporally conditioned. The condi-.
tions will change materially in the coming age, but in "the city
that hath foundations" the corner-stone will yet be love.
One final influence of eschatology on the ethics of Jesus
must be noted, i. e., its incompleteness. In vain will one seek
for an evaluation of profession or calling, of patriotism, or a
score of other life interests.
fit is a flagrant misuse of the parables of Jesus to con-
clude from the fact that he often uses types of workers,
he is tacitly approving of their industry. The sume type
of reasoning will lend his approval to the knavery of the
unrighteousness servant. (II. 16:1-8) It cannot be too of-
ten insisted that we should apply merely the one point, not
the individual features of the parables. (See Julicher,
Gleichnisreden, Vol. I.)
It does not suffice to iay the stress upon the quality, rather
than the quantity of his moral maxims. Surely it is an extrav-
agant deduction from Jesus' s approval of the use of one costly
box of ointment (Mk. 14:5-9) that he approved of all the aesthetic
and cultural striving of our civilization. T,e hav6 no doctrine
of the State because he proclaimed the coming kingdom of God -
not simply an inner Kingdom that was of more importance than the
outward institutions of humanity, but a Eingdom that was to
supersede them. The socialist must hot be accused of incomplete-
ness because he neglects to develop an ethics based on the capit-
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alistio system whioh to his mind must scon y.ase ay/ay. fesus
&nev. the ideals of government in his age (Mk. 10:41), the methods
of taxation (Ut. 17t25); it is not "because of ignorance that these
spheres are so largely passed by. Everything is concentrated
upon the inner relation of man to the Father and to his neighbor
in expectation of the coming reign of Sod.
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Chapter V.
.
T2ACHlIiGS Off JB3US iiOT l^i'LUEtfCED BY
APOCALYPTIC
.

fl) See H« Otto "Das Heilige" 7 ed. pg. 208
for what appears to us to be the true approach
to an understanding of the secret of the person-
ality that Christian experience has found divine.
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The portrayal of the ethics of Jesus in the last chap-
ter will impress every student of the Gospels as fragmentary and
one-sided. A careful survey of the ethical teaching of Jesus
that bears the mark of eschatological influence leaves the in-
dubitable impression that the message is not exhausted by this
one approach. Jesus was a pneumatic prophet whose conscious-
ness vastly transcended mere apocalyptic, fl) The Gospels
portray for us also a figure who in many characteristics would
be classified as a rabbinical interpreter of the law, or as
a follower of the tradition of the Wisdom literature in Juda-
ism. . .-_ :
m
....
•
'\
.._ (We follow here'.the. division* of Bultman. Holtzman takes
'as 'his starting point for his representation of the teach-
ing of Jesus his relation to the Law. Here we approach
difficult ground in estimating the genuineness of the
tradition. The natural tendency was to mould the words
into a kind of Christian catechism of prescripts to
guide the young communities. It would be indeed remark-
able if the words of the "risen Lord" - products of the
ethical influence of the personality of Jesus, did not
find their place in this tradition. If "where two or
three are gathered together, there I am in the midst",
they were words of their Lord. We have little confidence
however in our ability to carry out this distinction
in detail. It is a merit of the more recent criticism
to emphasize that reception into the earliest sources
is not proof of genuineness, nor is the fact that only
Matthew or Luke preserve a word sufficient ground for
branding it as secondary. When the literary record began,
the living, oral tradition was not yet a thing of the
past.. Bultman asks ajjuestion which effects the so-
called integrity of the gospels that must be borne in
mind in evaluating the more negative critiosm. "Was
Q originally exclusively a collection of words of the
Lord? Did it not perhaps contain beside some Apophtheg-
men and many words of Jesus, late Jewish sayi^dand rules,
which were taken up by the community or arose within
it - and to be sure, with the full consciousness of the
fact?" fop. cit. pg. 61)
Under these categories come the greater part of the oontent
of Jesus's me*algmeBsage.-v- In- the preceding chapter we have
considered chiefly motivation of activity, special demands to

(1) F. G. Peabody, "flew Testament Eschatology and New
Testament Ethics." Transactions of the Third Internat-
ional • Congress of Historical Religion. 1908. pg. 308-9,
a "Y c-. r\ :
. . . . . i . an
5» n ."" "->
x-' m h r? f!^

individuals beoause of the urgency of the time, and the lim-
its of the ethical relationships in the coming order. The
ethical radicalism of Jesus it seems to us is not uninfluenced
at important points by the vivid hope. The same can hardly be
said for his ethical inwardness .
Even where we have shown an influence from apocalyptic
it must be borne in mind that this influence is not determin-
ative, but has been moulded by the ethical personality of Je-
sus. Men before him had dreamed of a coming "good time" and
their message was not love to enemies, but a rejoicing in the
approach of the time of revenge. The inter-change of influence
must also be taken into account. "Instead of applying the
key of eschatology to ttew Testament ethics, may not Hew Testa-
ment ethics be applied as a key to its eschatology?. .. .The
apocalyptic anticipations find their parallels in much of the
contemporary literature, but the ethical sagacity and suffi-
ciency are original and unique." (1) As with the Israelitic
prophets of the eighth century B. C, the sins of the present
generation were signs that a turning point must be at hand.
The keener ethical and religious insight into the righteous-
ness of God ied to a culminating eschatological drama. Where
such interrelation is not improbable, one must be cautious in
asserting categorically the jprimacy of nne or the other.
We will arrive at uur best starting point for the com-
plementary survey by raising the question, at what point does
Jesus not merely fail to reveal apocalyptic influence, but
definitely break through the scheme? This is not that Jesus
emphasizes the necessity of active work instead of passive

(1) E. F. Scott, "The Kingdom and the Messiah." 1910
(2) B. Duhra, "Dafc Kommende Reich Gottes." 1910
This insight of C. A. Bernoulli in "Johannes
der Taufer und die Urgemeinde", 1918, is coupled
with an exegesis of individual passages that can
only "be labeled as the fantastic result of his whole
reconstruction and an antipathy toward a summons to
repentance.
Bultman admits the inevitable subjectivity in
his guAgaent in ascribing these words to the profane
proverbs that came to be a part of the tradition.
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waiting. (1) Duhm is right when he affirms that it is proper
that we should work for the Kingdom of God, but we oannot say-
that it is a Biblical attitude, or that work will bring it in.
(2) It is GrOd f s Kingdom. Jesus gives exhortations to moral
faithfulness and that ethical preparation necessary to parti-
oipation. But human effort was not the ground for its speedy
expectation. The break with apocalyptic is to be found rath-
er in the speeches on "light". (3) Less certain is the rela-
tion of the word about salt. l£ark (9:49-50) introduces it to
close a section on stumbling-blocks to personal salvation and
Luke (14:34 ff
.
) to illustrate the worthlessness of the disci-
ple who is not willing to sacrifice. Only Matthew (5:13) has
the mataphor of the "salt of the land", in all probability
modelled as a parallel to the word on light which follows.
Whether the speech in Matthew 5:14-16 was originally a meta-
phor or a simple comparison is of no consequence for the ap-
plication. The disciples have a task in letting the light of
their good works shine before men. We have no right to carry
back to Jesus Paul's horror of the idea that good works can
oommend us to God. The essential agreement of the two is seen
however when we recognize that these "good works" neither
constitute the Kingdom nor bring it in. They are the light
that should not be hidd because of fruitful social influence.
Here is the entering wedge for the realization of social tasks
in the present order.
(The other parable of light (Mt. 6:22-3, Lk. 11:34-6)
does not belong in this connection. luke x s order is due
to "Stiohwort" arrangement. It is unnecessary to enter
into the various endeavors to decipher the exact origin-
al meaning of the parable. See Julicher, Gleiohnisreden II
Pg. 98)

(1) That we follow here Matthew 1 s order in the Sermon
on the Mount does not mean that we look upon this
diBoourse as a connected speech. Rather, the evange-
list and his precursors have practiced the same svb-
tematization we are endeavoring to give.
(2) Is it a mark of a later generation to speak of
"entering into the Kingdom" instead of "Thy Kingdom
come"? See Wernle "Jesus", pg. 221 ff.
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The criticism of all teleological ethics on the ground
that the only good is good will was not an original insight of
£ant. Rather the true inwardness and personal character of
morality is the heart of the teaching of Jesus. The good works
that Jesus calls for are not determined by the outward act, but
the inner intention and motive. (1) A man has not kppt the com-
mandment, "Thou shalt not kill" if he bears hatred in his
heart. (Mt. 5:21) Purity is not determined by physical acts, but
by the mind and heart. (Mt. 5:27 ff. "By their fruits ye shall
know them", but the fruit is a product of the inner constitution
of the man. As an evil tree cannot bring forth good fruit, nei-
(Mt. 7:16 ff)
ther can good works spring from anything but a good heart./ Hence
t
we must look to the inner eye, the heart, for is that be dark-
(Mt. 6:22 ff.)
ness, the whole life must be dark./ In only one sense can es-
chatological influence be postulated here - the sublime eleva-
tion of the standard could only be realized in a community such
as the direct intervention of an Almighty God might inaugurate.
The emphasis on the inner motivation of tfonduct places an eternal
cleft between law and ethics. Only the tribunal of God can ac-
quit a man, judging by the moral standards of Jesus.
The six examples of the higher righteousness demanded
for entrance into the Kingdom of Heaven, which Matthew has col-
lected, may be divided into two groups. (2) The first (Mt. 5:21ff.
27 ff
•
, 31 ff), which we have treated above, give a deeper and
more inner interpretation to the injunctions laid down in the
law of Moses. They represent truly a "fulfillment "and not a
destruction of the law. The other group however not nnly goes
beyond the customary interpretation of the law; they change its
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letter and prescription. To forbid divorce under any circum-
stances, and to replace the lex talionis with the ideal of no
revenge was not to give a deeper inner significance of the lav/,
"but to specifically supersede' its requiements with others.
(If the clause in Lit. 5:32 be original fTci p<- k' tos Aoyov Traf>r6iAS
it can only be because the Jewish law prescribed the death
penalty for the guilty party in adultery. Because of the
absence of the usual opening formula, Matthew may look up-
on verses 51-2 as supplementary to his discussion of adul-
tery, and hence the more exact qualifying clause in con-
trast to the unconditional statement in Hark 10:2-12. The
latter form is the more likely because Jesus was protest-
ing against the lax divorce proceedings of his time, rath-
er than laying down edicts to be followed by law courts.
The morality of Jesus was based not upon law, even a per-
fect law, but upon religion. This oontrast affords the
weakness of any so-called "case method of scientific ethics")
It is true that the advance is in the same direction as is aimed
by the original law, but it comes not through a broader interpre-
tation of the injunction, but through supplanting it with a lof-
tier ideal. We have found but a quite doubtful connection be-
tween the inner standard of Jesus and a speedy, miraculous con-
summation of the .Kingdom. Can we say the same however for this
independent attitude toward the law? Can it not be that the vivid
apocalyptic hope has been a strong factor in reducing his inter-
est in the details of the Law of the Fathers?
Before attempting an answer to, this. quest ion, we must
make a brief survey of the evidence concerning his attitude toward
the law. Where such an influence should most be felt would lie
in the ritualistic prescriptions. Yet here we find considerable
interest. Cleansed lepers are instructed to go to the priests
for confirmation of their 61eanness. (Lk. 17:14) The cleansing
of the Temple (Mk. 11:15 ff . ) was certainly prompted by a love
and respect for "my Father's House." If the incident of the Tern-
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ple tax be accepted as historic (Lit. 17:24 ff
.
) it proves no
hostility to the official cult. Jesus certainly expected the
early destruction of the Temple (Mk. 14:2) yet this did not di-
minish his genuine love for the institutions of his fathers. Je-
suss disregard of ritualism and legalism is not motivated by in-
terest in a coming order which shall supersede that of the pre-
sent. Regard for present human values and zeal for an inner mor-
ality are the sufficient justification in each case. The Sab-
bath laws are broken by Jesus and his disciples (1), not because
this institution has no significance for the dawning "age to come
but because the divine purpose was being thwarted by their petty
distinctions. "The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the
Sabbath," (Mk. 2:27) and therefore it must be lawful to heal
and do necessary work in fulfilling this function. The appeal
from the written law to his oim insight into the needs of human-
ity is not justified simply because the and was near, but because
"here was more than Solomon." His precedent in commending the
enlightened moral conscience against even the highest tradition
and authority is a new wine that has continuously been rending
old wine skins. The moral is not that which can happen to a
man from without, but that which proceedeth from his own heart.
(Mk. 7:1-23) Evil .thoughts, not foods, are genuinely defiling.
Clean hands 'come not from ceremonial washings, Tint from honest
dealings with men.
Bernoulli 1 s insight is correct, "Whosoever has built
his hope on the last judgment, has long set himself in opposition
to the sacrificial service of the Temple." (2) But Jesus's be-
lief in the speedy coming of the judgment did not induoe him to

(1) Li. 18:fi ff. " The term Justified in verse :14 may
be eschatological in reference, but not necessarily
apocalyptic.
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to give that motivation to sincere, inner morality. As a Gali-
lean, his contact with Temple abuses was not so close, though
his attitude toward the same is clear from the Gospels. But
here there is no demonstrable apocalyptic influence. £he Temple
would be destroyed in the approaching catastrophe, but until then
it was not condemned. The word regarding the temple "raised in
three ±ays not made with hands" has been so influenced by the
actual resurrection appearances that its original significance
is not to be absolutely made out. (Mx. 14:58, Jn. 2:19) The
spiritual worship fore-told to the woman of Samaria (Jn. 4:25-4)
is exposed to the same question of Hellenistic influences as
are many other passages in John. It is the logical consequence
however of the criticism of ceremonialism, and the personal,
spiritual religion which the Synoptics breathe. Ab with the great
Christ ological affirmations of the Fourth G-ospel (as John 14:9)
it is an explicit formulation of the intuitions implicit e in the
earlier tradition. Among the most far-reaching indications
supremacy of the
of the/personality of Jesus is the definite superseding on cer-
tain points of the Law^recognized as divine in authority and or-
own
igin^by his /insight.
It is but part of the emphasis nn the inner charac-
ter of morality to stress absolute sincerity. Our speech should
be so sincere that jx> formula_or oath could strengthen the impres-
sion of its veracity. (Mt. 5:32-7 and par.) We have noted in
the previous chapter passages which bear the aarx of eschatolog-
ical. influence. ;• The humble sincerity of the publican's prayer
lacxs that note. (1) !And so we could go through, all of the
chief sins pointed out in the last chapter and show how Jesus on

(i) ""Heller, "Das Gebet 11
, pg. 141 for illustrations from
the history of religion. Seneca, Ilutaroh, and Epictetus
use the name as well as Jewish writers of the time. See
Dalman, "Die Worte Jesu."
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occasion gave no apocalyptic motivation. Riches were harmful
to the soul, not because the present order was to be superseded
by a divine one, but because our own lives might be taken at
any time. (Lk. 12:15-21)
(It will be noted here that these passages are largely in
Luke rather than Matthew and Mark. Does this distinction
reveal the individual evangelist rather than actual his-
torical differences? The extent to which that is true
admits of pplnions rather than proof.
)
The condemnation of the unforgiving spirit we have found to be
rooted in God's own forgiveness. This brings us to the charac-
ter of God, the central question for religion and the one where
apooalyptic sheds very little light on the message of Jesus.
The forgiving Father whom Jesus makes not the oenter
but the presupposition of his message, is a very different fig-
ure from the God about whose plans for the universe the pessimis-
tic author of IV Ezra broods. In our discussion of the ethics of
Jesus it is not necessary to enter the debate as to just what
measure of originality is to be found in Jesus's conception of
God. To trace the "genealogy of ideas" is a very difficult mat-
ter from the scattered literary remains of a previous generation.
To trace their effect in the lives of men is more important.
True, Jesus brought no', "new God." But the documents of the
early Church reveal an intimate fellowship with God in Christ
that was something new, no matter how prevalent may have been
the idea of God as Father. As Heiler has shown, Father is the
simplest and most apparent human analogy to God. By itself, the
word proves nothing as to character. Only a lofty conception,
of fatherhood can make it a significant title. (1)
More important than the name is the personal trust in

God*s loving care which Jesus exemplified and oommended.
-f^od
and raiment «» are not to be objects of anxious worry as with
$he Gentiles (Mt. 6:32) who know not the solicitude of the divine
love. For the Heavenly Father knoweth the needs of Eis children
and He will provide. Ee loves not alone those who love Eim,
but Eis forgiving grace is boundless. The woman of the street
does not need to hesitate to ask forgiveness upon repentance,
(Lk. 7:36 ff
.
) and the most touching incidents of seeking the
lost (Luke 15) are but inadequate pictures of the seeking love of
God. Even a minimum of faith will achieve Marvels because it is
faith in God. (Lk. 17:6,20; Mt. 21:21; Mk. 11:22-3) Faith is the
ground of most of the healings recounted in the Gospels. (Mk.
10:52, 2:5, 5:34; Mt. 9:22,29, 15:28, Lk. 7:9, 17:19)
The trust in nlie fatherly goodness of God does not depend
upon apocalyptic esohatology. A contrary relation is not un-
thinkable, that belief in the charaoter of God might be the
grounding of the expectation that he would intervene in a sin-
ful world and establish a reign of righteousness. That was a
factor in the development of Jewish apocalyptic, but it was
up
bound^ith an inadequate conception of the ri^|e£usness of God,
that did not escape a narrow nationalism, and confused the en-
emies of tha nation with the enemies of the Almighty God. As a
matter of fact, the development of apocalyptic views usually
led to a stress upon the avenging wrath of God rather than upon
his^roving care'J
'
: This : fact forms 1 the 'basis for the thesis of
the recent volume by Dougal and Emmet, "The Lord of Thought",
which is in a certain sense a polemic against; (our position. We
are thus warranted in making a somewhat extended digression to
consider their position.

(10) W. E. Inge, "The Idea of Progress." page 21.
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As the title would indioate, these authors attempt to por-
tray a Jesus with a carefully rounded out system of ideas which
are absolutely harmonious. That He might oscillate between po-
larities of thought, or that He might give hospitality to theor-
etical inconsistencies, as does Paul, is to them so repulsive as
to become the criterion for the genuineness of passages. It
must be clearly seen that this is the presupposition of the au-
thors rather than the result of their investigation. A second
presupposition is universalism. Underlying the book is a revul-
sion from all punishment that might appear retributive. Sin
has its consequences, it is clearly emphasized, but the idea of
a judgment (exoept in a Johannine sense) is excluded from the idea
of God. This may be true, but we cannot admit that that fact
determines what is to be found in the Synoptic Gospels. There
we hatfe a wide gate leading to destruction and a narrow gate
which is tfound but by few. (Mt. 7:13-4) This is, it is true,
consequence rather than recompense, but Emmet will not allow
that a special crisis was at hand. The coming of God x s Kingdom
we have shown to be both a Gospel of GoarL News, and at the same
time a threat to those who iLould have no part where only God l s
will was done. But Emmet "interprets" Jesus 's summons to mean
not ftr.ttemendous mottivation to repentance, but the truism,
"Repent and the Kingdom will come." Hence the Kingdom would
not come unless all men repented and the very idea of the Fath-
erhood tff God must push into the dim and distant future the de-
struction in the "broad way". Emmet shares what the gloomy
Dean of St. Paul's has called "the queer assumption, that if a
man is given time enough, he must necessarily become perfect. "(1)
The pathway to the understanding of Jesus lies in forsak-

ing the systematizat ion of the scholar and "breathing the freer
air of the pulsating prophet summoned to exalted heroism by a
few inner certainties. Foremost among these was that his own
forgiving and redeeming ministry was but a carrying out of the
will of his Heavenly Father whose perfection called even for the
love of his enemies. But this Father was so much in earnest,
that His Kingdom must surely come^and that^in the very near fu-
ture. »Ve believe that Emmet is right in ascribing many details
in the parables of judgment to current Jewish ideas rather than
to the mind of Christ. We have utterly no interest in supporting
a hell of
the medieval doctrines of^eternal fire. The distinction in caus
ality between the direct vengeanoe of an outraged God and the
working of cause and effect in the individual sinner is undoubted-
ly necessary, though it leads to theoretical difficulties
the minute we attempt to systematize. BgtxftlgggTigTwfcgrg Emmet
is,led astray by his grouping of all apocalyptic under one head-
ing., and assuming that if Jesus held. Apocalyptic ideas, thyy
must have been of this typeV'--The' Go.d:.o.f conventional apocalyp-
tic was seeking vengeance on the national enemies of Israel, or
else was the avenger punishing all who failed to keep His law
punctiliously. Jesus sought to show men a very different sort of
Beins;. His Father was bringing to pass a new Kingdom into which
and the *
only the repentant, poor in spirit could enter. It was not be-
cause God was an avenging tyrant that "Many were called, and
few chosen" (Mt. 22:14), or that "None of these men which were
first bidden shall taste of my supper." (Lk. 14:24) It is not
said to fear him who hath the will to oast into hell, but "Him
who hath the power. " (Lk. 12:5) The God who loves even those

(1) We have treated this same theme in the previous
chapter. TheKe we pointed out indications of the
psychological conditioning. Here we contrast with
contemporary apocalyptic and relate to permanent
significance.
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who hate Him will not seek to destroy His children, hut even Ee
cannot arbitrarily make them partakers of the new Kingdom as long
as they refuse the invitation granted. We do have in Jesus con-
sequence and not judgment. But a great crisis ^s at hand, which
provided a unique challenge to the heroic. Emmet does not save
the character of the God of Jesus. Ee only succeeds in diluting
the ethical radicalism. A pale universalism is almost as vicious
as the blasphemies of our "hell-fire preachers". Faith knows a
world in which risk is not excluded, but where also there is a
spiritual power invoking our jferust. Apocalyptic eschatology spoke
exclusively the language of rewards. Jesus broke through this
with the controlling idea of God's Fatherhood, for in the divine
family rewards can never be constitutive. But this Father was
not the indulgent weakling of some of our soft-hearted contempor-
aries. The figures of a master and slave (Lk. 17:7-10), king
and subjects (Mt. 18:23, 22:2 ff
.
) are parables and not allegor-
ies, but the same is true of Father and children, and the truths
under each figure must find their place if we are to be true to
the evidence of the God of Jesus.
The brotherly love that knows no bounds is a further point
at which Jesus breaks through the ideas of apocalyptic. (1) This
is the human complement to the God to whose absolute allegiance
Jesus called men, an allegiance which might give place for ihe
payment of money to the Caesar who coined it (Mk. 12:13 ff. ) but
which would allow neither Mammon nor Caesar to divide our service
with Him. Such division of heart was as impossible as for a
man to be slave unto two Masters. (Mt. 6:24; Lk. 16:13) We should
love God with all our mind and soul. The natural oorrolary of
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love to this God must be a love of our neighbor that shall be
as broad as humanity and as intense as self-love. Apocalyptic
had fed upon hate, and had encouraged the belief in the righteous-
ness of hating the enemies of God. The "Golden Rule" (Mt. 7:12)
may savor of the utilitarianism of the name that it has come to
bear, but read against the background of the self -giving minis-
try of Jesus and such illuminating examples as the Good Samaritan
for whom need was a sufficient call to service, regardless of the
person of the unfortunate, it loses every element of calculation,
and becomes the formulation of an active, boundless good will,
like unto the good will of the Father who desires his children
to be perfect, even as He is perfect. (Mt. 5:48)
Even here however we cannot escape the eschat ological
question. We may well wonder what connection there might be be-
tween binding up the wounds of a bandit victims and the expecta-
tion of a ©peedy end to the present age. But Luke, who usually
reduces apocalyptic imagery to the minimum (or inserts a minimum,
depending on whether we consider Luke or Matthew the more faith-
ful in transcribing the primitive tradition) records the parable
in answer to the question of a scribe who had case seeking to
know what he must do to inherit Sternal life. It is hardly nec-
essary to decide between the setting of the Great Commandment
in Mark and in Luke. 'It was to be true in the coming Kingdom,
but it was also true then. But as a matter of fact, the attach-
ment of the story of the Good Samaritan is purely editorial on
the part of the evangelist. It is a fine example of the way
to show neighborliness , but not to define who is my neighbor.
For, if love of neighbor is limited by character instead of

(1) This double treatment is again unavoidable if we are
to. do full Justice to the records. It suggests again the
psycholggioal conditioning and the independent validity
of the ethics of Jesus.
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country, it is still limited. Of one thing, however, we oan be
to
oertain, the shortness of the time neither adds^nor detractsA
from the urgency of such loving service.
It is hut a step to Jesus's criterion of greatness.
The great man is the humble servant, yea^the slave of all. (Mk.10
a
42-4; Lk. 22:25-6) It is/paradoxical way of emphasizing the hu-
mility of true greatness; that its essence lies not in the power
of a monarch to make all obey his behest, but in the personal con
tribution which the individual can make to the welfare of all.
It is not to be attained by striving for fame, but by self-abnega
tion. He who would see in Luke 14:7-11 simply clever advice in
social etiquette has missed the radical wre-evaluation of life
which Jesus gave. "He who humbleth himself shall be exalted",
not because that is a surer way toward personal elevation, but be
cause lowliness ,-of mind is essential to effective service. Those
who think that these 'words exclude the possibility that Jesus
could have made Messianic claims for himself are guilty of that
exaggerated literalness that excludes any appreciation of true
greatness. It is not humility, but a false meekness to deny
what one actually is. These words were spoken for the self-satis
fied Pharisees (Lk. 18:9 ff.) and the wrangling disciples (Mk.
9:33 ff.) By placing a child in their midst, Jesus turned their
egoistic question into a demand for new birth.
Here again the ideal is in some instances placed in re-
lation to the coming Kingdom. (1) That is the case in Mark $i33
and even more definitely so in the incident in Mark 10:35 of the
request of the sons of Zebedee for the chief seats. Luke how-
ever has recorded the words on the greatness of lowly service

(1) E. Troeltsch, "Die Soziallehre der Christ-
liohe Xirohe". 1913. pg. 48.
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in a very different setting (Lk. 22:25-7) and without reference
to his death as a \i> T^^, which affords very strong grounds for
looking upon the Lukan account as thfe more original. The coming
kingdom. is for the. humble, 'tis true, and they will be its great
ones. But even now He lives on that principle and His followers
are called upon to do likewise. Jesus is promising no chief
seats in the Kingdom (Mk. 10:40) but He is oalling His disciples
then and there to the greatness of humble service. On*iPmore the
strands have ^crossed.- But ^ that -reveals 'the fact that apocalyptic
eschatology :is not the - sole ^motive -wi-th^ Jesus. At the same time
we have confirmation of the vividness, of l.the Kingdom hope.
The- family -is Jthe-JOnly ^institution upon which Jesus may
be said to have left any considerable teaching. It is true that
preparation for the Kingdom stood above family ties. This is a
great fault in the ethic of Jesus in the minds of those steeped
in Confucian morality. Yet, "the family in the pure and chaste
meaning of the late Jewish morality affords the symbols for the
highest designations of God, the name for the final religious
goal, the pattern for the band of Jesus disciples, the most fre-
quent material of the parables, and to this extent is one of
the fundamental presHppositions of his perception." (1) Instead
of a liberal attitude, as twward Sabbath observance, nothing
short of an indissoluble union could satisfy his ideal of the
family. (Mk. 10:1-12, Mt. 5:32, Lk. 16:18, Mt. 19:1-12) But as
with the Sabbath, so here; Jesus grounds his insight in the
original ditine purpose which is being thwarted. It is not be-
cause of the shortness of the time that easy divorce is attacked,
but because love should be eternal. Still, present-day exper-

(1) op. cit. pg. 40
(2) Not more than that can be . c one luded from Lit. 3:9 -
Lk. 3:8 in the preaching of John the Baptist.
(3) See Yolz, op. cit. for exhaustive references.
(4) Sybilline Oracles, Bk. Ill, 740 is about the only ex-
ception in apocalyptic literature. The passages in The
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs are generally looked
upon as Christian interpolations. See editions of
Charles and Kautzsch.
(5) Compare in this regard with Stephen 1 s speech in the
seventh chapter of Acts.
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ience in the frank consideration of problems of personal rela-
tions enforces the words of TroeltKch, "So little as the demands
(of Jesus) can "be deduced in themselves from the expectation of
the end, one must the more consider that their radicalism and un-
concernedness with their possibility and feasibility can only be
understood from the standpoint (of eschatology ) . " (1)
At one final point must we emphasize the transcendence
of apocalyptic by Jesus. One of the gravest ethical defects of
Judaism was the national exc lusiveness of the apocalyptic hope.
The prophetic emphasis upon righteousness led to the exclusion
of the Jews who did not keep the law rather than to the inclusion
of righteous heathen. (2) In some passages the heathen remain
as subjects of Israel instead of being destroyed; (3) others ac-
cede a place to them if they become proselytes, but full partici-
pation was not accorded the heathen. (4) This is not difficult
to understand, for salvation usually included salvation from for-
eign oppression. But with Jesus the prayer is for salvation
from evil, not Rome. (Mt. 6:13) The opposing power is not the
nations of the world, but the Kingdom of Satan. (Mt. 12:25 ff
.
)
Those for whom the Kingdom is prepared are the poor, the meek,
the peace-makers, the hungry. Nationality is in no sense deter-
minative; characteristics which can mark humanity are the quali-
fications. The idaal is no Jewish hero such as Abraham, but God
the Father of all men. (Mt. 5:48) The illustrations of his
loving care are not from Jewish history (5) but from the daily
experiences of lffe. (Mt. 5:45 ff
.
)
But despite the theoretical universalism of Jesus,
we find very specific evidence that the mission of himself and

(1) M§. 13:38, the explanation of the parable of the
tares is from the evangelist, "but even if it were gen-
uine, it is too slender an indication of a program out-
side Isfael to alter the judgment above.
-
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his disciples was only to the Jews. (Lit. 10:5-6, Mk. 7:27) This
is not altered by any outlook he may have had at the close of his
life of a mission to the heathen after his death. (Mk. 14:9) (1)
If the twelve Apostles are to Judge the twelve tribes of Israel,
the national perspective is not altogether lost. (Mt. 19:28) Yet
the polarities in Jesus are to be found here also. A different
attitude may have arisen because of the opposition of the Phari-
sees. Their rejection of his message led him to turn elsewhere.
Responsiveness was found not alone in the despised publicans and
sinners, but among occasional heathen and Samaritans with whom
he came into chance contact on his wanderings. Ko greater faith
was found than in a heathen centurion (Mt. 8:5 ff
. ) ; the point
of the story of the Syro-Phoenician woman is that Jesus did help
her (Mk, 7:24 ff.)j a Samaritan is the model of love (Lk. 10:29 ff
.
)
and another of gratitude (Lk. 17:16). The heathen in past gener-
ations were more responsive than the Jewish leaders. (Lk. 11:21-2)
God's judgment has fallen upon them (Mk. 12:1-12; Mt. 22:1-14,
(the heathen)
Lk. 14:16-24) "And they^ shall come from the east and west, and
from the north and, south, and shall sit down in the Kingdom of
God." (Lk. 13:29)
But can we divide the ministry of Jesus into a period
exclusively Jewish and one in which the force of circumstances
pointed him to a wider horizon? Our study of the sources has shown
the subjectivity of these theories of development. The most that
ity for the view.
[ff
» it
w
; it
can be said is that there is a high degree of a priori probabil-
I
I
I
In any case, the implicit universalism of Jesus follows
directly from his intense individualism. Apocalyptic eschatology
Ji
1

proclaimed an essentially social hope - a salvation for the
group in the new day. As we will see, that is not entirely lost
in Jesus, but the emphasis upon the mot ivat ion
,
places the indi -
vidual at the center as never before. The individual heathen as
well as the individual Jew might share in the coming Kingdom.
This was not because of the shortness of the time, but because
of the ethical earnestness of Jesus, his perception of God as the
Father of all His children, and the comparative response he him-
self found among men. The unisersalism of Jesus, but one aspect
of the boundless love for all men, is not a deduction from, but a
break with, apocalyptic eschatology.
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Chapter VI,
TEE RADICALISM OF JESUo IN RELATION TO APOCALYP
ESCE^TOLO'JY III TEE HISTORY OP TEE CEURCE.
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It is not our purpose in this chapter to attempt a
history of the exegesis of the Synoptic Gospels. We have a more
important and fortunately a far simpler task. Row have the her-
oic ethical teachings in the Sermon on the Llount and kindred sec
tions of the Synoptics been related to the apocalyptic element
when the former have been taken seriously? Eas the lex Christi
become a living part of the life of men without a revitalizing
of the eschatologioal note, or have they usually accompanied
7
each other. Logically there may be no connection between eschat
ology and making earnest with the injunction "swear not at all n
(Mt. 5:34), but the psychological connection may still be there.
While such an investigation can give no absolute proof, even
if the evidence were preponderately one-sided, it will not be
without value in forming our final judgments.
Two factors enter in to confuse the issue, but which
fortunately tend to neutralize each other. First, chiliasm, or
the apocalyptic eschatologioal scheme on the basis of Daniel,
Mark XIII and Revelation with a thousand year reign of Christ
on earth, came to be officially branded as heresy in the Church.
Its hold on the early Church long after the Gospel had passed
out from the Palestinian confines which were the mother-ground
of Jewish apocalyptic, is witnessed by the fact that Montanus,
Justin, Irenaeus, and Tertullian all held strenuously to the
doctrine. It was a category however that was inherently foreign
to the Greek mind. The spiritualizing tendencies coming parti-'
cularly from the Origenistic school finally gained the upper
hand.
(This explains also why eastern monasticism (Montanism

Augustine "Civitas Dei". XX

hardly oomes under that name) 4ue not moved by eBchatolog-
ical influences. Origen is rightly named (Earnack "Das
Mb'nchtum" pg. 23) as answerable for the monastic inclina-
tions of the eastern Church. The dualism lying at the
root is Neo-Platonic rather than Jewish-Bersian apocalyp-
tic. )
Augustine sealed the fate of chiliam when he identified the
thousand year reign of Christ with the rule of the Church here
and now. (1) Thenceforth a revival of apocalyptic was difficult
wherever reverence for the Church was strong. We have here a
valuable negative result. During the period when the theory of
the Church as a sacramental dispenser of divine grace reigned
supreme, when two levels of morality were accepted as the social
teaching of the Church, -the compromises with the world necessary
to the average laity and the rigorous asceticism of the monastery
as the way of perfection, - when the vision of the coming King-
dom of God wn earth faded before the present reality of the
Church of Christ, then apocalyptic eschatology lay dormant and
lacked vital grip on the hearts of men. Only the monk in his
retired life was expected to bow beneath the yoke of the lex
Christi. He did not need the encouragement that God would soon
marvelously intervene in behalf of his followers, for he had left
the world under the conviction that the way of perfection was
not to be found there,
(But see Harnack "Das Mo'nchtum" pg. 38. "Latin monasti-
cism has preserved in distinction from the Greek (but not
the Coptic) an apocalyptic-chiliastic element which has
to be sure often remained long latent, but always blos-
somed forth again at critical moments." We are well aware
that as the official Church in the West utilized the mon-
astic movement to its wwn ends, the orders became so large-
ly secularized that they were distinguished from "the world"
by little else than costume. But the relaxing of the mon-
astic fervor brought with it even less reason for taking
refuge in apocalyptic hopes.)
We must not overlook on the other hand a certain arti-
ficial connection that lay be tween a revival of a literal fol-
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lowing of the words of Jesus and a revitalizing of eeohatolog-
ical hopes. Both were in large measure due to a biblicism ground
ed in verbal inspiration. This was of course much more the case
among Protestant sects than among Catholics. Yet, to majce earn-
est with the injunctions of the Sermon on the Mount meant to go
back of the dogmas of the Church to the Hew Testament itself, and
the same parchment that revealed the Apostolic ideals of poverty-
promised that the Son of Man would return on the clouds of heaven
to set up his Kingdom with power. We can never absolutely ex-
clude the possibility that whenever apocalyptic hopes accompany
a revival of the preaching of the lex
f
Christi among the laity,
this is due to the common grounding of both in literal biblicism
rather than to any logical or even psychological connection.
The Waldensians were the most important of the sects that
came into prominence during the twelfth century. We cannot do
better than to quote the summary which Troeltsch gives us of the
sect
whole/movement. "Its basal factor is the early Christian indivi-
dualism, revived by the Hew Testament and breaking forth in op-
position against the materialized institution of the Church and
the linking of the individuals in the practical exercize of good
toward
works with a strong indifference/and enmity against the world
and its institutions of power and possessions. It is the union
typical for the sect of religious individualism and moral rigor-
ism, which latter stands in relation to the Sermon on the Mount
and the absolute Natural i^aw, as it also corresponds to the whole
Christian tradition since the earliest community, and furthermore
to the monastic orders. The bond of fellowship is the verbally-
understood "law of Christ", and the setting up, based on this
law, of missionaries and apostles, poor and living only for the

(1) E. Troeltsch, "Die Soziallehre der Christliche
Kirche." Pg. 392
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community; the latter were often priests as well and stood then
in the succession, but their justification and efficacy depended
fir8t of all upon their personal moral purity and rigor. The
Pauline teaching disappears almost entirely behind the "lex
Christi." Moreover, the law of Jesus is at the same time the
law of nature in the most rigid sense, and as such, usually
thought of as a far-reaching communism of love and a correspond-
ing charity, only occasionally united with the democratic ideas
of freedom and equality. As a second entirely different element
having influence beside these major streams is the mystic element
in religion. .And finally, with the whole is joined the apoca-
lyptic prophecy in which the sect movement confined at first to
a little circle, holds fast the Christian universalism as a mir-
acle to be worked by God in the new age, wherewith mysticism,
freedom, and equality are united as the ideals of the new aegn."(l)
At first glance, the most notable example of a follower
of the lex Christi appears to contradict the thesis that there
is a real connection between that and apocalyptic hopes. St.
Francis of Assisi not only lived the apostolic life of repentance,
self-denial, and sacrificing love, but sought in all earnestness
to win the world for this ideal. With him surely can no living
apocalyptic hope be established. It seems to however that a
quite adequate explanation is at hand in the fact that Francis
was at all times a most obedient son of the Church. The Zingdom
of God could not be found outside this divinely ordained insti-
tution for salvation. He actively sought to leaven the whole
lump with the yeast of apostolic poverty. But as the Church
harnessed these powers t>fi her obedient son, the salt quickly

fl) A. Harnack. Op. cit. pg. 56.
(2) See Eeussi, "Compendium der ilirchengeschichte , " £61,
Troeltsch, op. cit. pg. 391, etc.
(3) Wytflif, "De civili dominico." (ed. Poole 1885 ff .
)
quoted in Troeltsch; op. cit. 395.
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lost its savor, for a secularized Church oould m^ke little of
"poverty". Apocalyptic hopes quickly entered into that wing
of the Fransiscan movement that sought to remain true to the
master's ideals. (1) That movement received the name of Joachism
from its prophet. (2) Only a new revelation of the spirit could
save the Churchy which revealed "by its worldliness and opposition
to reform that the Pope was the heir of Constantine rather than
the follower of Peter.,
V/yclif again proclaimed the moral law of Christ and waged
warfare against the ecclesiastical system of redemption. Ee did
not draw radical social consequences however. (3) This may ac-
count in some measure for the absence of an apocalyptic stream.
The Hussite movement however was not lacking in these features.
It was in this sense a fore-runner of the later protestanf'sects.
"
These found the most characteristic expression in the "Baptist"
movement. "Its real essence was the community of saints, in
the sense of the Sermon on the Mount, and of a free fellowship
tj j
of mature Christians; non-participation in the State, office,
law, power, oath, war, and capital punishment; the silent endur-
ing of suffering and injustic as Christ on the cross; the close
social alliance of the members through care for the poor and pro-
vident funds so that no one in the community need beg or suf-
•
;
* I II ifer hunger; the stringent control of the worthiness of the mem-
bers of the community through excommunication and discipline; a
if-
'
'j
-flVf
simple cult of pure biblical edification through chosen preachers
and pastors who were ordained by the synods of the oommunity
ill
by the laying on of hands. They recognized the moral natural
law but fought the relative exposition received by the Church,
the compromise of the natural law with original sin. In general,

Troeltsch, op. cit. page 803-5.
Troeltsch, op. cit. page. 818
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the natural law and the law of Christ identical with it was
not feasible in the world, for the world is the seat of the devil
suffering, and endurance, till the second coming of Christ for
which the pious prepared themselves by separation from the world."
(1) The ideals of Christ as given in the Synoptics may have
been misunderstood, but there can be no doubt that therein lay
the stimulus to these movements. And the same Bible that con-
tained them seemed also to reveal the means by which the final
universality of Christianity could be maintained, the interven-
tion of God through the visible second coming of Christ.
i
In England at tfee time of Cromwell, when the attempt was
made to establish a theocratic Commonwealth, we meet this spirit
again. The main body was satisfied with the more practical law
of the Old Testament, to be brought in by the army when neces-
sary. Radical spirits were not lacking however who looked for
the intervention of God in a marvelous way for the erection of
a genuine Commonwealth of God. "In the Barebone Parliament fin-
ally Harrison and his followers wanted to remove all law and
courts in order to prepare a people freed from such world^ things
for the return of Christ. They even attacked private property
and desired to dissolve the ecclesiastical system completely
by removing its financial foundation in the tithe. All earthly
authority should be destroyed in favor of the heavenly King
and the coming Kingdom of God." (2) Once more we must make clear
that we do not mean to leave the impression that the heretics and
radical sectarians have alone understood the message of Christ.
St. Francis, who was a most faithful son of the Church and in whom
no apocalyptic influence is traceable, was far more genuine
and beautiful ^ imi
'
fca
'tion of Christ than any of the others.
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All too frequently the spirit of the Apocalypse almost hides
the religious, social enthusiasm of the movement. Indeed, among
modern millenarians , the apocalyptic element is the one all-ab-
sorbing factor. The coming of the kingdom is only detained by
endeavors to patch up or reform the present social order, which
is the "world" in enmity to God. Man's otoly task is to gather
the elect and fulfill such conditions of the end as are dependent
upon him, as "preach the gospel for a witness to the ends of the
earth." It is only when we come to examine the nature of this
coming divine order that we see the influence of the Sermon on
the Mount. In this unregenerate world, it is impossible, but
God will usher it in after Christ has come again in judgment upon
the wicked.
(J. Weiss has givenAa good sketch of "Die Idee des Reiches
Gottes in der Theologie". Giessen, 1901. How far that de-
parted from the biblical background may be seen from one
or two definitions. "The ethical state is the Kingdom of
God nn earth." (Kant) "The Kingdom of God is the highest
good which God has realized in men, and at the same time
their common task, since the rule of God has its contin-
uance only in the exercise of obedience by men." (Ritschl)
With Tolstoy we come to a very different situation.
Here was a man who stood on the heights of modern science and
culture. In middle life he realized the aimlessness of his ex-
istence and found the meaning of life only when he had turned
his back upon civilization and its values and in the simpler
sphere of peasant life sought to carry out the law of love. Ee
summarized the five commands of Christ thus: (4) to live at peace
with all the world; (b) to lead a pure life; (c) not swear;
fd) never withstand evil; (e) give up every boundary between na-
tions. His was an active appeal to the will. It was not neces-
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sary for the individual to wait upon the mass in order to ac-
cept what he considered to he the Christian world view, nothing
was further from his thought world than the ideas of i.ersian-
Jewish eschatology.
Yet, when we look more closely, we find that Tolstoy takes
refuge in a modern type of apocalyptic when he endeavors to think
through the universality of the new ideal. The passages contain
so effective a re-statement of the belief in catastrophic chang-
es in society that we will quote from his at some length. "The
defenders of the present order wrongly assert that if in the coursd
of eighteen centuries only a small percentage of men have adop-
ted Christianity, many times eighteen centuries will be needed
before all others do so. This insistence is false, because it
fails to consider that there is another way to arrive at truth,
and -to effect the transition from one form of- th-e organization
of life to another beside the inner. Jghis consists in the fact
that men not only accept truth because they recognize it will*
prophetic feeling and in experience, but also because when the
propagation of truth has reached a certain level, the people
who stand on this stage of development accept it together in
mere confidence in those who have accepted it innerly and or-
dered their lives by it.
"The progress accelerates like an avalanche till the
whole mass suddenly goes over to the new truth and so a new
organization arises which correpondi.to this new truth
The men who go over to a new truth which has reached a certain
degree of extension always go over at one time enrmasse ."
"Therefore the change in the life of mankind, in which
the mighty will renounce their power and no one will etep into

(1) Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God is within you."
*
(2) W. R. Inge, "The Idea of Progress". 1921. pg. 21.
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their place, need not be delayed till all men nne after another
till the very last have carefully appropriated the Christian
view of life, but is possible when an established, Christian
public opinion, understandable to all, has arisen, to which
the inert mass subjects itself, a mass which is not capable of
arriving at truth by the inner path and is therefore always un-
der the influence of public opinion. This public opinion however
does not require centuries or milleniums for its origin, but
has the capacity of suddenly laying hold upon the great mass."(l)
Tolstoy clearly recognizes. the inadequacy of any evolution-
ary process to gradually, almost imperceptibly leaven the mass
of society. His adhesion to the belief in a Kingdom of God
on earth which could be "at hand" drove him inevitably to a mo-
dern type of apocalyptic. We should not mistake the genus be-
cause it appears in such different garments. The new spreads
first in evolutionary fashion, but its supremacy and universal-
ity is to be established by some form of cataclysm. That is the
crux, the watBr-shed, and so we find after all Tolstoy must be
classed with the ap ocalyptists. We find support for such a wider
use of the term in the Romanes lecture of Dean Inge, who deplores
"the secularization of religion by throwing its ideals into the
near future - a new apocalyptism which is doing mischief enough
in politics without the help of the clergy." (2) Ee assures us
on the contrary that the Church has never anc ouraged"the super-
stition of progress."
We believe that this brief survey of Christian history
has revealed that wherever the Kingdom hope has been held fast,
as distinct from the visible Churcrh, and the universal propaga-
tion of the lofty demands of Jesus have been taken most literally
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there has been the tenlenoy to a revival of some form of apoca
lyptic. If one T s inner evaluation of the person of Christ leads
them to regard the Galilean as only a little greater personality
than Tolstoy or Luther, or Augustine, it would be easier to draw
the conclusion that we have strong evidence for an inndr connec-
tion in the mind of Jesus. To one, (as the author) who believes
that a Christ ology has a very different significance from a Luth-
erology, or other hero-worship, the conelusion may lack: the same
convincing power. But taken into consideration with our discus-
sion of the Gospel taadition itself, it seems to us that the pre-
sumption is strong that his apocalyptic hopes went far to mould
his ethical ideas. Whether that fact should prejudice us for or
against him, is a distinct question to be answered for itself.
As ill questions of value, it admits tff beliefs rather than demon-
stration.

Chapter VII.
SOCIALISM AKD APOCALYPT

Is not the entire conception of aatastrophe for-
eign to our thinking? Are we not posing an inherently in-
consistent and impossible question to ask concerning the pos-
itive moral values in such an idea? In part these questions
can be answered unhesitatingly in the affirmative. Lespite
the wide-spread prevalence of millanial hopes today among
many unscientifically-minded Christians under the influence of
the ©id idea of verbal inspiration, the categories of Jewish
apocalyptic are as irrecoverable for the modern man as the
Ptolemaic universe. Our perspective is widened so immeasur-
ably, our confidence in the powers of the human intellect
to ascertain the unseen, the transcendental, and the distant
future so diminished, that these ideas can have little more
than historical significance.
It must never be forgotten however that science it-
self gives warning that life may be extinguished in the world
hy any one of a number of cataclysms, fl) But the recogni-
tion of this possibility will not hinder us from looking for-
ward to the development of the institutions of humanity on
earth, circumscribed by their present limitations, through a
period to be measured by thousands and hundreds of thousands
of years.
Our most fruitful approach to the study of modern
values in the apocalyptic element will be through its nearest
equivalent in modern society, a product of the age of capit-
alism and materialistic science. We refer of course to Marx-
ian socialism. 'The differences are undoubtedly great, but
they effect the content rather than the form. In Apocalyptic,

(1) , "Essays and Addresses on the Philosophy of
Religion." page 127.
(2) "The Communist Manifesto" Marx and Engels
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Grod directs personally the great turning points of history.
In Marxianism, God is politely bowed out of the universe as
an evil fiction of the bourgeoise class. This is oAly to er-
ect in His place, the idol of eoonomic determinism. But we
oome to the same conclusion as .oar on von Hugel when he says,
"Indeed recent Socialism, so largely Jewish in its origin, is
full of a mostly quite non-religious millenarianism. " (1) It
is furthermore instructive to observe how frequently the type
of mind that abhors mention of socialism stands at the farth-
est extreme from any modernized form of Apocalyptic.
We must at the outset recognize the two moods or tenden-
cies discoverable in each. True apocalyptic expected the de-
liverance at the hands of God, without human activity. Beside
it however was to be found the zelot movement which would force
the hand of God and hasten the day by talcing up the sword. So
is it in socialism. In evolutionary socialism, the integra-
tion ifff the Capitalistic class and the progressive impoverish-
ment of the proletariat must go on till the hour is ripe for
socialization. But there has always been a revolutionary as-
pect as well, which preaches the ilass war, not only as an
economic fact which the workers of the world must not forget,
but as an aggressive act of violence to gain their rights. (2)
The evolution of eoonomio forms must be hastened by the as-
sumption of power by the proletariat.
("Twist and turn it as man will, the theory of "the dic-
tatorship of the proletariat has no place in the bounds
of an historical-realistic expostion of sooialism. . . . One
would have to imagine the very improbable case that all
the conditions of the new society have been fulfilled
and all that was necessary was to remove^ the small clique
of political rulers who had the government in their
hands. But then it would cnn„ only a Purely negative,
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politioal removal of an outer form of the state; but a
"dictatorship of the proletariat" with positive tasks
would then have no meaning." Sombart, "Ler Sozialismus
und die Soziale Bewegung", pg. 79.)
When we come to details, the parallelism is marked,
first of all, they agree in an extreme pessimistic judgment and
criticism of the present order. The socialist brands all lib-
eral attempts to palliate the evils of the capitalistic order
as doomed from the outset, for the system presupposes the ex-
ploitation of the many by the few. The sin and misery of the
present aeon have never been more effectively painted than in
the evidence amassed in "Das Kapital", (1) of the greed and
avarice of men enjoying the power of wealth. The form of this
world must change. The implements of production must pass from
private hands to those of the State. Private ownership must
be abolished. No gradual alleviation of the ills of the pre-
sent order will suffioe for society is"totally depraved."
("Calmly and cooly we proclaim the doom of the capitalist
system and of the capitalist class. Firmly and unflinch-
ingly we herald the coming of the cooperative commonwealth
of economically equal workers. Our voice is the conscious
voice of history itself. Let the masters take heed and
prepare! Let them stop the wheels of history if they
can!'? Ernest Unterman in "MArxian Economics.")
Apocalyptic spoke the same language in but varying phraseology.
The present order of sin and suffering, of oppressors from
without and oppressors from within, must pass away and God
himself introduce the reign of righteousness.
Socialism knows its "signs of the end" as well as
apocalyptic. If we were to paraphrase the ancient seer in
terms of scientific Marxianism we might say, "When industry has
reached extreme concentration and capital flowed into the hands
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of a very few, when the misery of the workers has reached
its greatest depth, when the productive power of industry has
been so increased by rationalizing methods that a proper di-
vision of the profits would make leisure and comfort possible
for all, then know ye that the hour of your deliverance is at
hand." Marx believed that he could fore-tell the course of
economic development. That history has proved many of his in-
sights false, as well as to substant* iate some of his bold in-
tuitions, does not deter his disciples from re-editing the same
signs of the end; and repeating the old phrases as did the
apocalyptists with the traditonal imagery that came to them.
One of the foremost "signs" was the "woes" of the last
days, when the forces of evil should make a last great resis-
tance, when the heavens should pour forth their wrath, and
tribulation should cover the earth. This was the darkest
hour which should precede the daw^ the birth-pangs of the com-
ing aeon. Whoever has been horrified at the terrorism of
Bolshevist Bussia at the hands of' those proclaiming a social
paradise can best interpret this as a modern "messianic woe."
The last vestiges of bou^eousie capitalism must be rooted out
by force before a socialist paradise is possible. The King,
who rideth upon a white horse, whose eyes are a f&ame of fire
and out of whose mouth proceedeth a sharp sword (Rev. 19:12, 19ff.)
is waging the last conflict ggainst the opposing hosts before
the Hew Jerusalem comes down out of heaven.
We come to a more important point of agreement in the
manner in which this change in the order of society is to be
brought about. The individual can do nothing of himself. In
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sociaiism the proletariat must unite and act together; in
apocalyptic, God would himself bring the redemption. Thus
within the great contrast lies a oneness in the powerlessness
of the individual. No changes he might effect through his
own activity could bring about the "complete otherness" of
the new order. Suddenly it would be there. V/hat individuals
can do is proclaim its coming, and awaken the masses to their
class consciousness and get them ready.
So again in the retreat of the ethical there is a paral-
lelism. A prophet such as John the Baptist would insist, "Bring
forth fherefore fruit worthy of repentance; and think not to
say within yourselves, 'We have Abraham to our father, T for I
say unto you, that God is able fcf these stones to raise up
children to Abraham." (Mt. 5: 8-9) And I doubt not but that
with many socialists, membership in the proletariat is not suf-
ficient to be deserving af a place in the coming order. But
as usual where class consciousness is exaggerated, it is the
sins of the opponent that stand in the fore-ground. The coming
aeon meant that Israel should rule over the heathen, the judg-
ment and wrath of God should be poured out upon them frr
their oppression of God T s people. And so in socialism. It
has at times not hesitated to preach sabotage. It has eyes
only for the sins of capitalists. Those that have been last
shall be first, the proletariat will control the state, or
better expressed, abolish the state. The brotherhood of both
apocalyptic and socialism is intense, but restricted; it is
not the brotherhodd of man, but of the oppressed part of mankind.
In drawing these analogies, we have doubtless in

t(1) The breakdown of international socialism under
the national stress of the war does not alter
this fact. Russian propaganda today proves con
olusively the international character of social
ism.
(2) The labor-cost theory of value
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part been guilty of over-simplification. We have treated the
general features of apocalyptic, ignoring for the moment the
fact that Jesus cannot be thus classified except with very large
reservations. It will be instructive however to note whether
the agreements of Jesus with traditional apocalyptic are on the
Booialists and Jesus
points noted above, ani whether the/ agree together at any sig-
nificant points against the ordinary apoca lyptic , scheme . It
is an anachronism to ask whether Jesus was for or against social
ism. Only minor points of contact and difference can be sought.
On one point at least Jesus is in accord with socialism
in contrast to traditional apocalyptic' That is in his break
with nationalism. We have seen that the coming Kingdom was
for the righteous, not the Jews. The socialist heaven is not
for the compatriots, but for the brother
'
proletariat . While
the internationalism of Jesus is but implicit, the internation-
alism of socialism^ is doctrinaire and polemic. (1) They are
allies today therefore in combatting. the national gods that
form our chief contsmpqary idolatry. Likewise, socialism
judges greatness in terms of - service instead of the exercise
of authority. True, it values economic service to the practi-
cal exclusion of all other. It is to be granted that its ec-
onomics makes the false attempt to judge service by the time
it takes the worker, rather than the resultant value of the
community. (2) But both unhesitatingly attack those who live
at the expense of others rather than through some contribu-
tion to society.
Jesus is likewise in accord with that wing of the
socialist parties which is avowedly pacifist. Ordinary a poo-

(1) This will of course be contested by the militar-
istic interpreters of Jesus. We do not mean by uflr
sentence to characterize "Jesus 's attitude toward war".
Jesus' s attitude toward a messianic war of deliverance
is dear. He is not laying down rules to govern com-
promises with the institutions of this world because
their course is soon to end.
The passages usually cited to ground an appeal
to force in Jesus, will not bdar" the weight of the load
they are asked to carry. It is ludicrous to conclude
from John 2:15, that it was the whip of conds of one
man rather than 'His commanding personality, that drove
out the money changers. Though Matthew 10:34 does say
"Think not that I came to send peace on the earth; I came
not to send peace, but a sword"; it is clear from the
illustrations that follow that the strife is not mili-
tary. Bather, families are divided. The parallel in
Luke says "division", and that is most certainly the
more original. With this word is to be classed the
words found only in Luke about the preparations which
the disciples will need for the very difficult time
which was to come for them. (Lk. £2:36-8) That Jesus
was contemplating armed resistance is contradicted by
the whole account, or that his disciples were to take
up the sword, by the attitude of all the early Church
toward persecution. It is rather proverbial for being
fully prepared for every emergency. That he assures
them two swords is enough, proves tthat the word was
not to be taken literally. (See J* Weiss, "Schriften
des Neuen Testament, and Klosterman, "Handbuch sum
Itfeuen Testament" on the passages in question.)
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alyptic gave large place to messianic wars. The overthrow
of the evil powers was to come im a great war. Jesus however
rejected all appeal to force, (1) and in his apocalyptic de-
scriptions of the time to come, such a messianic war is conspic-
uously absent. The socialist parties who in pursuance of
brotherhodd have adopted the slogan, "No More </ar'J have the
same general outlook. But the revolutionary socialists who
not only assert the fact- of the "class war" but preach it with
virulence in season and out, present a marked contrast to Je-
sus. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that a war be-
tween classes is essentially no more immoral than one between
states. Both have economic roots. It comes therefore with
poor consistency for the advocates of nationalist preparedness
to condemn the immorality of "the class war". Only the paci-
fist can logically attack tils denial of human brotherhood.
But the points of dissimilarity are none the less
real, and they are likewise where Jesus breaks with crdinary
qpocalyptic. The ethical inwardness of Jesus we have seen to
stand beside his radicalism. It was not the signs of the times
attention,
that should receive the focus of the individual's /but his own
personal relation to God and his fellow-men, that love to God
and rrmn that fitted one for citizenship in the new Kingdom.
Socialism lacks such an ethical inwardness, such an appeal
to the individual's motivation, such a call to personal re-
pentance. Changes in the economic order without the indivi-
dual are the precursors of a new day. Jesus calls rather for
the repudiation of covetousness and of the worship of Mammon
on the part of the individual.

(1) Luke 12:14.
(2) Rauschenbush , "Social 2rinaipi'S*^o£ Jesus" is one
of the best examples of these. The jc, are essentially
practical rather than historical.
(3) This must not be taken as a contradiction to what has
been said about the speeches on "light".
!
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Jesus did not lead an attack upon economic injustice.
Indeed, the Gospels leave us in comparative ignorance as to
the economic clashes in Palestine in the first century. Jesus
emphatically rejected the role of a "diviier of goods." (1)
Ke did so, not because he had less sympathy for the poor and
oppressed than those who have read wide social consequences
into his religious principles. (2) Jesus did however give a
religious evaluation of poverty that is scarcely understandable
to the socialistic materialist. Jesus was not interested in
transforming the economic institutions of his day despite the
injustice there may have been, because that order was soon to
pass away and inward preparedness was the essential thing.
For those "spiritually-minded" individuals who attempt there-
fore today to divorce religion from business, and transfer
all hopes of betterment from the present economic order to a
transcendental heaven, it should suffice to recall that this
Kingdom was to come on earth. At that time the hungry should
be fed, etc. But under the philosophy of apocalyptic, reform
could not institute these changes; one must await the great
divine intervention. (3)
But there is one fundamental point of agreement;
both sooialism and Jesus know a decisive hour in history. For
the one it is the hour of socialization; for the other, the
great denouement when God^ Kingdom shall come. The hopes
that thrilled the working people of Europe, so largely social-
ist, •rtTng-sfoigyqin with the coming of President Y/ilson in 1919
were truly messianic. In socialism, our age has an apocalyp-
tic ferment that makes the obsolete background of Jesus more
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understandable today. This insight does not mean that the
modern Christian should "be a socialist. He is much more apt
to reject that also because of its catastrophic leanings. r£a
ther we should be led on to inquire as to whether there are
not values here to which we have not given full place.
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Chapter VIII.
MODSRII VALUES I1J APOCALYPTIC ESCEATCLOGY.
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V/e must now frankly face the question of the value of
apocalyptic for our own day. 2hat is not a question for his-
torical verification it must be admitted, but enters the sub-
jective field of personal evaluation. Our testes have nothin
to do with what has been. ./hen Lean Inge asserts, "we could
take no interest in a deluded Jewish peasant, who, believing
that the world was coming to an end, preached only an interim
ethic of no value to world which had thousands of years be-
fore it" (Outspoken Essays II. pg. 53) that is his personal
opinion based on the gratuitous assumption that an"interim-
ethik" w%s in its nature as such, of no value. But our in-
terest does not determine what the past has been.
We can hardly find a better starting point than Dean
Inge T s essay in which he describes our modern evolutionary
belief in progress as a "superstition", but as of some value
as a present-day expression of the Christian virtue of hope.
The apocalyptist did not believe in progress by evolution
any more than dOic^ Dean Inge. Ke did believe that our ideals
were present actualities in heaven, just as the gloomy Dean
who has drunk so deeply at the fount of Platonic idealism be-
lieves in the eternal verities of truth, beauty, and goodnass
But the apocalyptist held yet a third world view in that he
still clung to the hope of the realization of these pre-exis-
^ent ideals on earth . Ee united a radical pessimism concern
ing the present evil order of things with an extravagant opti
mism as to what God^ will could bring to pass.
Though"the superstition of progress" ?£y
. seemcjs to

(1) 3ee J. B. Bury, "The Idea of Progress."
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afford to the average Anglo-Saxon mtn& the most plausible
nursery of hope, it must be admitted that it is a child of
(1)
the modern world, and only a part of that. Where outward signs
point to progressive deterioration, there is no encouragement
in the idea of evolution. That could only lead still farther
into the abyss. a ri^ht-about face can kione inaugurate the
new day. The evolution of the present forces at \. otk in Eu-
rope well illustrate this point. IJo German is today preach-
ing faith in the gradual progress of society. Apocalypses
have been apt|y termed "tracts for hard times". In hard times^
apocalyptic affords apparent ly t he only escape from ultimate
pessimism, unless we retreat entirely from the field of his-
tory into the impenetrable recesses of the human soul, where
God may be enjoyed forever and the world is given over to
permanent despair.
As a form of belief in progress, apocalypticism is a
perpetual challenge to reactionary conservatism. It is unnec-
essary to raise the philosophical probfeims in the idea of
change. The apocalyptists v/ere not subtle metaphysicians -
certainly Jesus was not - but the bearers of great religious
convictions. The institutions of humanity were not "that
which hath been, is now, and ever shall be, world without
end." The present order was depraved. It must suffer radi-
cal changes. Hot only must there come new and better men, but
a new and better world in which tjiey might live - a divine
order. The fanatical hatred that mars bo much of the late
Jewish apocalyptic literature is due just to this - it op-
posed all reactionary conservatism, and thereby drew to its
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standard political and social malcontents.
This form of hope likewise cuts loose from all mech-
anism. The word attributed to Jesus in the Fourth Gospel, "My
Kingdom does npt come from this world" is at least in conform-
ity with his conception of its arrival. ThS Kingdom of God
would not organically grow out of the present order. lie evolu
tionary differentiation or integration of preceding elements
could accouiiii for it. Apocalyptic assumes "the law of arrival
The Kingdom comes from heaven. There is no denying that this
runs counter to the scientific temper of our age. Based as it
is upon the laws of universal causality and the conservation
of energy, scientific investigation accords no place to "new
arrivals" or"uncaused forces". But apocalyptic must not be
presented as obsolete science any more than as crude metaphy-
sics. It represents a religious conviction. God is not ex-
hausted in the present natural scheme. Apocalyptic tended to
make God external to the world, and lose Eis immanence in
the thought of transcendence. This was not so of Jesus, for
whom the lilies of the field were an expression of the beauty
of God and even the sparrows an object of Eis paternal care.
Mechanism, however, is definitely repudiated. Apocalyptic
teaches new beginnings - and with that the modern world is
in vital sympathy. We crave a justification of the creative
power of human spirit as opposed to universal mechanism, and
an endless chain of causality. Apocalyptic boldly affirms
the creative power of God to "make all things new".
Apocalyptic cuts the nerve of all pantheism by its
proclamation of a c oming Kingdom of God. Apocalyptic is man-
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istic enough to assert the ultimate triumph of good, when
"God shall be all in all", but is pluralistic enough to take
seriously the fact of evil. Rationalism in religion not in-
frequently drives men to an essential pantheism, which is the
worship of the God-of-things-as-they-are . .'/hen God is iden-
tified with Eis world and found in every part of it, there is
no foundation for a coming Hingdom. Pantheism levels all
things down, not up. The futurism which declares that "what
is" must be overcome and superseded by the will of God is a
death-blow to all pantheism.
Our age is the day of the "social gospel" , of the so-
cial passion, of socialized religion. This popular catch-
word emphasizes a central factor in religion, but all-too-
frequently is used as a blind to hide disbelief in a personal
God and a personal experience of fellowship in worship. Apoc-
alyptic should commend itself to the modern mind as contain-
ing genuine valueB, in that it is a"social" hope in contrast
to the purely individual outlook. Eternal life can belong to
the isolated individual, but the resurrection as the prelude
to participation in a divine order is a social hope. The
good and abundant life, according to the apocalypt ist , was
not to be lived in isolation, even in eternity, but was the
coming of a heavenly order to earth, in which men were raised
together for participation. The recession of the Kingdom
hope before the idea of going to heaven is succinctly stated
by Vols. "The teaching of the new age becomes the message of
salvation; 'the Beyond' is a local, no longer a temporal
idea. Heaven no longer neeas to come to earth since man sroes

(1) raul Vols, "Judische Sschatologie"
, pg. 161
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to heaven, eternity is the time after death; the first and
second aeon become this and that life; what was the Paruusia
is now the approach of death". (1)
The distinctly modern conception of the Kingdom of God
as the organic product of our own moral enaeavors goes hand
in hand with the extreme secularization of religion. "Social"
immortality" is for most either the "immortality of influence"
or a return of our finite consciousness to the infinite world
consciousness. But here and now we should "taste the powers
of the age to come". As our fore-taste is a social order, so
the coming age will he a social order. A truly social view of
immortality must be founded upon an individualism. The apoca-
lyptic circle of ideas mediates that conception to the modern
mind in its own way.
Apocalyptic grounds an "heroic" ethic, not a practical
system or moral code. We are safe in affirming that a philo-
sophical system of ethics would never have transformed the
world. Ethical maxims do not instill ethical power. Systems
explain conduct but do not originate over-powering enthusiasms.
If our age desires moral passion we are unwise in belittling
any major element contributing to the "heroic ethic" of Jesus.
As Troeltsch points out in his masterly delineation, what Je-
sus calls for "Is a rhdige in values altogether, not an ap-
portionment to the power of God of the organization of those
values within the world which are not attainable by men
Jesus 1 ethic is heroic rather than ascetic. It tempers .its
heroism only through the tenderness of the religious trust
in God and belief i n -p«lorgiveness, but not through co-promise

(1) E. Troeltsch, "x^ie Soeiallehre der Christliche
ICirohe". lg. 40.
(2) jd. • .Schweitzer, "Christianity and the iteligions of
the World". Pg. 36.
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with the demands of the worldly life and the "nature of
things" Do little as these demands can be deduced from
the expectation of the end itself, even by so much must one
consider that their radicalism and unc oncernedness with their
possibility and practicability are to be understood only from
this standpoint". (1) Jesus was wo rid -denying as well as
world-affirming, for the world he was affirming was one yet to
c ome
.
After twenty centuries of so-called Christianity men
are asking the question more seriously than ever before, "Dare
we be Christians?" Our sobered world is more keenly aware of
the antithesis between modern industrialism, the nationalistic
sovereign states, and the message of Jesus. Can these Kingdoms
be made the Kingdoms of Christ even if we grant an endless
stretch of time? Can we seriously adopt the ethic of Jesus?
The radical exponent of "consequent eschatology" points out
the way of understanding. "Jesus did not build up his ethic
with a view to solving the problem of how to organize a per-
fectly ethical society, but he preaches the ethic of men who
together strive to attain to a perfect yielding of themselves
to the will of God. Because he thus turns away from the util-
itarian, he attains to the absolute ethic. An ethic which
is formulated on a pririciple of utility is always relative." (2)
II o phrawe has been so grossly misinterpreted as that
of "interim-ethic". It was perhaps an unfortunate designation
by the eschatologists to characterize the ethical demands which
would mark true repentance. The real interim-ethie is rather
that which exists "baoano« +v x. ' -oec use of the hardness of men 's hearts. 1 '

tfundt, "System tier Ethik" ff.
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Systems of Christian ethios usually result in a "practical"
compromise with the institutions of the world as it stands,
ouch are, in the nature of the case, purely relative to tempor-
ary conditions. An absolute ethic can only come in connection
with a vision of the ideal world. "But ideals can only arise
as ideaj in whose reality or whose realization we can believe.
The apocalyptic kingdom hope gave that vision of an ideal world
"Without this firm faith in the coming Messiah, the ethic of
early Christendom would not have become what it was, the ideal
of life of a man in a complete forgetfulness of self in devo-
tion to humanity." (l)
Such a superhuman ideal frees Christianity from all
legalism. Old Testament morality was .frankly a lav/. Jesus was
not even pretending to offer a law for a perfect society. He
does reveal the absolute boundlessness of the moral spirit
in the practice of love. 5he "lex Christi" must therefore
always be an illusion. Religion is not law, but fellowship
with God in doing. His will. That requires the freedom of the
sons of God. Apocalyptic was historically the mould in which
an absolute moral ideal, freed from all legalism, was given
to the world. That must not be belittled by a world which
follows other approaches.
Apocalyptic is an attempted solution of the problem
of evil. That it is not completely successful will be charged
against it only by those shallow minds who have yet to discov-
er that it is an intellectually insoluble problem. Apocalyptic
has this merit that it takes evil seriously, and attempts to
relate that fact to the reality of the goodness of God. An

(1) Lewissohn "Upstream".
(£) bee BecKwith "The idea of God" pg. 209 if. for a ais
cussion of various presentations.
(3) Prom another standpoint, He-im builds upon the irra-
tional in religion in his great work, "Glaubensgewisshe it
Leipzig, 1920.
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age that has produced Christian Soience, which ma7.es of evil
nothing hut error of mortal mind, has something to learn in
this regard. An age that frequently satisfies itself with the
comfort that some evil is necessary to moral struggle, or that
boldly affirms evil to be good in the making need s an antidote
in order to take the wickedness of sin more seriously. Of course
the problem does not exist for that large number v/ho see just
in this evil order of things proof that a (Jod of ethical will
is simply our dream wish, "the kind of gesture by which a man
tries to ward off blows he is too weak to endure", fl)
The idea of a finite Sod is popular today. (£) It seems
to be the logical solution of the two series of evidences, evil
on the one hand, and an ethical God on the r other. But a finite
God can never satisfy the deepest longings of the religious
spirit. If religion cannot give men certainty as to the valid-
ity of the ideal, it has ceased to be fruitful. Though apoca-
lyptic is in a sense dualistic, it never loses grip upon the
absolute sovereignty of God T s holy will. Its great affirmation
is the confident assertion that the Kingdom is at hand. The
rational uniting of a sovereign God of Eoly Will with the real
presence of evil to be overcome is as impossible a philosophi-
cal task, as they are positive data of religious experience.
Here we confront the truly irrational in religion that Rudojph
Otto has discussed with such illumination in "Das Eeilige". (3)
The Parousia expectation did not rest on fanaticism,
but on belief in God 1 s holy will. If to secular minds of our
scientific age it indicates a tinge of insanity, - if not more -
that is because we share such radically different premises.

it. Otto, "Das Eeilige" pg
Boljer, "The Great Plunger
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According to the apocalypt ist , God must vindicate Eis ethical
purpose in a great act of redemption. Jesus purged this expec-
tation of every element of revenge, and from its association
with exclusive national glory. The sovereignty of God's holy
will upon earth was certain because of the omnipotence of God.
To realize that will in place of the present sinful order, catas-
trophe was postulated as well as evolution.
i/Ve cannot overlook the element of determinism that lies
in apocalyptic. '.Ye are thoroughly accustomed to the determinism
of science, the mechanistic view of life with which apocalyptic
affords so radical a break. Ethical teachers have wrestled in
vain with the problem of free will, its speculative possibility
and its existence in practice. Apocalyptic is religious deter-
minism. If we are to grant with Schleiermacher that the feeling
of utt-er dependence is the basis of religion, nothing is more
religious. Man can prepare for, but God must usher in the new
Kingdom. Apocalyptic cultivates a truly "creature-feeling". (1)
This is frankly contrary to the modern spirit that
deifies the constructive power of the human mind. Philosophers
such as John Dewey seem to assume that we can make of the fu-
ture just what we determine. The only boundaries lie in the
utilization which we make of our intelligence. "I am the master
of my fate". With Peer Holm men say, "The day will come when
we shall no longer need to pray. The hour will strike when
the Heavenly potentates will be forced to capitulate and in
(2)
their turn bend the knee to us." Our own acts have a part in
the "creation of God", the only God worthy of the name. This
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is our salvation from the determinism of a blind fate.
Apocalyptic opposes this with the determinism of God T s
holy will. Its outlook is too rigid. It may not altogether un-
truly be charged with being "inverted mechanism". Jesus -leaves
it entirely untheoret ical. Human determinism no more explained
than that in nature. But the fact remains that evil trees can-
not produce good fruit. The mystery of the Ilingdom was not re-
vealed unto all, but the appeal to repent is given as if it were
possible for all to participate in the heavenly Ilingdom which
God would set up. Once more we are face to face with nne of
the fundamental irrationalities of religion.
We cannot close a discussion of the values in apocalyp-
tic without stumbling upon the great stone of offense, that Je-
sus was mistaken in the belief that he would come again soon as
Messiah. For many, no values can possibly off-set the fact
that if Jesus should prove to have been mistaken on that point,
he was but a deluded fanatic, not the Son of God. It i s unnec-
essary to recount again the evidence which cannot be explained
away. Though repudiating any attempt to set the day or hour,
which was known only to God Himself (Mk. 15:32), he was certain
that some of those with him should witness "the Zingdom of God
come with power." (Uk. 9:1) The intellectual gymnasticiby
which interpreters have endeavored to -^few avoid the conclusion
that he was mistaken in this is a disgrace to the sincerity of
his followers.
It should be made clear in this connection that apoca-
lyptic eschatology has nothing to do with premillenialism. The
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thousand year reign of the martyrs (Hev. 20:4) predicted by
the author of the Apocalypse to precede the final judgment
and the coming of the New Jerusalem is an adaptation of the
Jewish belief in the n days of the Liessiah". It v/as a uniting
of the old prophetic eschatology with the more transcendental
ideas first witnessed in the Boole of Daniel. Jesus 1 s prediction
of his early coming as the Liessiah had nothing to do with a
millenial reign of martyrs. The Kingdom of God followed the
judgment. There can be no possible accommodation of the es-
chatology of the Synoptics and Apocalypse to each other. Lit-
eralism only reveals the discrepancies. When we assert there-
fore that Jesus was mistaken about his early return, we are
not ascribing to him disappointed millenial dreams.
It is one of the five slogans of Fundamentalism to af-
firm belief in the imminent return of Jesus. Those who deny
the fundamentalist position frequently weaken themselves by
attempting to affirm that Jesus did not predict his early com-
ing. They ask, "When did Jesus ever go away?", and quote,
"Where two or three are gathered together in my name, there am
I in the midst of them" (lit. 18:20) and passages from John
giving his spiritualized view of the eternal presence of the
living Christ. But the truth of this great fact of religious
experience must not blind us to the meaning of texts which go
beyond it. That the disciples found an ever-present Lord -
the part that Greek ideas played in the realization of that
experience we can leave to the controversialists - does not al-
ter their previous expectation based on the current messianism
utilized by Jesus. The literalists in the fundamentalist camp,

1(1) H. H. Hart on, "The Mystical ^uest of Christ."
c.
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reading the Gospels more accurately than some of their liberal
"brethren and admitting no possibility of "mistakes", simply
transfer the "imminence" of that return to our ov/n day.. They
can be proved wrong only with the frank admission that^expecta-
tion of Jesus v/as false, though the truth was realized in anoth-
er way.
To speak of the value of an illusion seems to be a con
tradiction in terms. Jesus was certainly possessed of the "pas-
sion for reality". But an illusion is not only that. It was a
mistaken belief of Jesus that the messianic scheme, even in his
moralized presentation, should come to pass. It was not an il-
lusion that his followers should continue to look unto him for
personal leadership. Ee v/as not mistaken in his trust in (Jod,
in his judgment of sin, or in his belief in salvation. These
are the corner-stones of faith. These can be overturned as lit-
tle by a mistaken belief in an imminent Parousia, as by the shar
ing in the scientific and cosmologioal ideas of his day.
Dr. Horton has used a suggestive, phrase which summarizes
the Christian ideal better than the "imitatio Christ i". (1)
The world needs a "commixtatio Christi". V/e need the creative
fellowship of heroes. <Ve do not reverence them by a re-awak-
ening of even productive illusions. "The evangelization of
the world in this generation" will hasten no divine interven-
tion. V/e are summoned to the ethical radicalism of Jesus - to
the Christianization of the world - which is a task for count-
less generations. An eternal guide and Savior would not be
found in the promulgator of "practical" legal arrangements for
an order of compromise and sin. Jesus is the inspirer of an
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ethical religion of redemption. Ee aoes not Eave simply from
mortality and decay. Ee aims to receem a sinful society. Apoc-
alyptic eschatology afforded historically the stimulous for be-
lief in the nearness of that saved society. Bathea in the light
of its vision, Gfee radiates for us an unconquerable hope in its
realization. Ee gives us a renewed trust in God, who was the
ultimate ground of his co nfidence } as Ee must be of our own.
Science has borne testimony as to method in the universe. That
is also divine revelation. But it h&s not advanced our realiza-
tion of God's character. Be remains for us, as for Paul, best
illumined as "The Father of our Lord Jesus Christ."
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